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MAY
Spring in the Paris Garden 
Spend an evening enjoying a delicious chef-prepared dinner  in a Paris Garden
with a cool breeze blowing, a glass of wine in hand and the shimmering lights
of the city in the distance. It sounds beautiful, doesn’t it? We can’t take you to
Paris but Anna Dvorak will certainly create the perfect French-inspired meal
to make you feel like you are at the finest French Bistro. Anna’s menu starts
with a ROSEMARY SHORTBREAD CRACKERS WITH SALMON PATÉ appe-
tizer. Next is a light and fresh SPRING GREENS SALAD WITH FRENCH VINAI-
GRETTE followed by VEGETABLE SOUP WITH SHRIMP DUMPLINGS. Your
main course is a FRENCH VEGETABLE TART WITH GRUYÈRE, an entrée that
will leave you totally satisfied but with plenty of room left for dessert: AL-
MOND MILK ICE CREAM WITH FRESH BERRIES. Join us at Kitchen Window
for this fabulous printemps dans le jardin de Paris!
Anna Dvorak | Demonstration | $69
#150502B – Saturday, May 2 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Fundamentals of Quick Weeknight Meals 
We’ve all been there – standing in the grocery store trying to figure out what
to throw in the cart to get a healthy, quick dinner on the table. Join Chef
Jonathan Gans to learn secrets for healthy, tasty meals that fit into a busy
schedule. You’ll learn how to spend a little prep time in the kitchen on the
weekend, so that you can create a wonderful 30 minute meal any night of the
week. This hands-on class will start with the preparation of two basic proteins
that can be transformed into four amazing dinners – SEARED TUNA LOIN &
CHICKEN BREASTS. For our first menu, we’ll create a delicious and healthful
SESAME TUNA STEAK with PICKLED TOMATO served alongside CHILLED
SOBE NOODLES. Our second menu is MEDITERREAN SALAD with TUNA
CONFIT.  Next, we’ll move over to our chicken entrees featuring TEQUILA
CITRUS CHICKEN served with HONEY-ORANGE GLAZED GREEN TOP CAR-
ROTS and a simple PEA POD SLAW.  And for our final dinner, we’ll make
TANDOORI GRILLED CHICKEN TENDERS served with BAKED YAM FRIES
and FRESH CUCUMBER SALAD.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150504A – Monday, May 4 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150505A – Tuesday, May 5 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Churrasco – Brazilian BBQ
Join us for an exciting class with our newest instructor, Ross Sveback, current
Lifestyle Expert for Fox 9 television. Ross will share his passion for delicious food
as he shows you how to create a menu inspired by the oudoor barbecues of Ar-
gentina and Brazil. The amazing menu starts with the popular Brazilian cool and
creamy beverage, PINEAPPLE BATIDAS. Ross’ LATIN AMERICAN POTATO
SALAD is a twist on the traditional with the addition of flavorful peppers which
add a touch of heat (but not much)! The next fresh dish will be TOMATO SALAD
WITH AVOCADO SALSA which is simple to make and packs a flavorful punch!
The main course will be BRAZILIAN FLANK STEAK WITH CHIMICHURRI, the
bold green herb sauce that originated in Argentina. Dessert will be CAIPIRINHA
PIE, a beautiful rum-infused chiffon pie topped with coconut. Leave class armed
with all of these recipes for your outdoor summer grilling and parties. 
Ross Sveback | Demonstration | $69
#150505B – Tuesday, May 5 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Outdoor Cooking & Grilling Seminar 
Join our grillmasters to learn the fundamentals of successful outdoor grilling
and smoking. Our experts will help you sort through the hype to better under-
stand the grill you have or to choose the perfect grill for your outdoor kitchen.
Understanding your grill is the key to achieving a great grilling menu. You'll
get a lesson in the basic anatomy and features of gas and charcoal grills, and
we'll also take a peek at smokers. We’ll discuss how a grill’s design, construc-
tion and technology affect food. We'll talk about traditional and infrared burn-
ers, insulation, rotisseries and more. Our grill guys will also break down
smokers and discuss how to effectively use smoke in your cooking, including
which types of wood to use. Finally, so that you may compare the techniques
and features covered in the seminar, we'll sample food from a variety of grills,
including CEDAR-PLANKED BRIE; slow cooked 4-HOUR BABY BACK RIBS;
HERB SALT CRUSTED CHICKEN cooked on the rotisserie; juicy quick-cooked
PORK LOIN CHOPS; CHICKEN BREASTS and NEW YORK STRIP STEAKS.
We’ll have enough samples to send even the biggest eaters into a protein coma.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150506A – Wednesday, May 6 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Cooking Fundamentals
Take a guided tour of the fundamentals of cooking with this very popular series
of classes. You’ll build your culinary knowledge, learn to season and taste,
connect to your ingredients and experiment with hands-on practice, with ex-
perience in a new set of cooking skills each week. New cooks will develop a
great base from which to explore the world of cooking; and experienced cooks
will gain a better understanding of how, why and when various techniques
work. And no matter what your current level of experience, at the end of this
series, you will have a better understanding to create great food.
Session 1: Knife Skills; Basic Soups & Stocks; Pantry Basics 
Session 2: Grilling, Broiling, Roasting and Pan Sauces
Session 3: Stewing, Poaching, Simmering, Blanching, Boiling and Steaming
Session 4: Braising, Sautéing, Stir-frying and Deep-frying; Menu Building
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $300
#150506B –Wednesday,  May  6, 13, 20, 27 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Ultimate Burgers
Creating a flavorful burger takes more than just pouring Worcestershire sauce
on some ground meat and firing up the grill.  Discover the techniques and se-
crets for creating and grilling unique burgers in this hands-on class. In our first
round, we will create three burgers: an ITALIAN BURGER – fresh ground
chuck and Genoa Salami, topped with a sundried tomato aioli, parmesan
crisp, fried prosciutto and fresh arugula, served on a ciabatta roll; a MEDITER-
RANEAN BURGER – ground beef, lamb and pinenuts topped with feta tzatziki
sauce, and tomatoes; and a GERMAN BEER-BASTED BRATWURST BURGER
– ground pork, topped with sauerkraut, onion mustard, on a pretzel bun and
served with a summer melon salad. Round two feature three more burgers: a
JAPANESE TUNA BURGER – diced Ahi tuna topped with wasabi mayo, ser-
rano peppers and Asian slaw with a yuzu sesame dressing; a SPANISH
BURGER – fresh chuck ground with Spanish chorizo, topped with mahon
cheese, a fried egg, avocado, and harissa mayo; and a KOREAN BULGOGI
BURGER – bulgogi seasoned ground beef, topped with jack cheese, kimchi,
and gochujang sauce and served with a jicama slaw.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150507A – Thursday, May 7 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fundamentals of Modern Sauces
Take your dinners to the next level with the perfect sauce. In this hands-on
class, you’ll learn the secrets to creating a great sauce, with the perfect balance
of flavor and texture. One of our favorite Kitchen Window instructors, Jonathan
Gans, will walk you through the preparation of a variety of sauces that can be
made in 5-30 minutes. You’ll learn how to develop a “chef’s eye” and build a
sauce using ingredients that you already have on hand. You’ll learn how to
pair your dinners with the right sauce, get hands-on practice at making a good
sauce, and leave with 30 ideas for sauces that can be made to finish off any
dinner – from family meals to elegant dinner parties. Jonathan will of course
share his tips and tricks, and we will sample the sauces we make on top of
MIXED SPRING GREENS SALAD, PERFECTLY ROASTED PORK TENDER-
LOIN, PAN-SEARED STEAK and ROOT VEGETABLE PUREES.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150508B – Friday, May 8 | 6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.
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International Grill: Korea
Grilling is popular the world over, and since every country has its own spin on
open-fire cooking, we’ve put together a series of classes designed to bring
grilling from around the world right to your backyard!  Whether you’re curious
about new ways to grill, want to recreate a dish you had on your last vacation,
or just love trying new things, this series is your ticket to new worlds of flavor.
This time, our grilling tour takes us to eastern Asia to experience the sweet,
salty, bitter and pungent flavors that are the hallmark of Korean cuisine! We’ll
start with KALBI – BEEF SHORT RIBS, thin-cut beef ribs that are marinated in
a soy-based sauce and quickly grilled to tender perfection. Next we’ll work on
an all-time restaurant favorite: PORK BULGOGI LETTUCE WRAPS – thin slices
of marinated, grilled, melt-in-your-mouth pork served with GOCHUJANG
SAUCE. We’ll make KOREAN SAUSAGES with HOMEMADE KIMCHI – sweet
pork sausages seasoned with honey, pear and soju served in a bun topped with
kimchi (seasoned cabbage with Korean chilies). Next up are SOY-MARINATED
CHICKEN STEAMED BUNS – once marinated, the chicken hits the grill causing
the marinade to caramelize, a perfect fit for fresh and hot steamed buns.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150509A – Saturday, May 9 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grill Fundamentals: Gas Grilling
The key to graduating to “gas grillmaster” is gaining an understanding of the
fundamentals of your grill.  This informative class teaches just that!  You’ll learn
everything you need to know to maximize flavor, minimize hassle, and gen-
erally make the most of any gas grill you might come across, whether you’re
cooking at home or tending the grill at a party or picnic.  You’ll join your fellow
grillers on our patio, where you’ll work in small groups to set up a grill from
scratch, get it fired up, and then start cooking!  You’ll begin by making MAR-
GARITA CHICKEN SKEWERS WITH COCONUT VINAIGRETTE, a delectable
and surprising dish that brings the tropics to your backyard.  Next, you’ll pre-
pare SMOKED PEPPER-RUBBED RIBEYE WITH MEMPHIS BARBECUE SAUCE
and serve it up alongside ASPARAGUS WTH SHERRY-BACON VINAIGRETTE.
Finally, you’ll move on to HICKORY-SMOKED CIDAR-BRINED PORK TEN-
DERLOIN WITH GRILLED APPLES, a delicious, seasonal dish that will keep
you grilling even as the weather cools down.  This is a fun evening that no gas
griller should miss.  Join us for this excellent opportunity to broaden your skills
and deepen your love of gas grilling!
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $75
#150511A – Monday, May 11 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Grill Fundamentals: Charcoal Grilling
Graduate to a charcoal grillmaster by taking control of your charcoal. Learn the
basics of charcoal setup and temperature management.  This informative class
teaches just that!  You’ll learn everything you need to know to maximize flavor,
minimize hassle, and generally make the most of any charcoal grill you might
come across, whether you’re cooking at home or tending the grill at a party or
picnic.  You’ll join your fellow grillers on our patio, where you’ll work in small
groups to set up a grill from scratch, get it fired up, and then start cooking!  You’ll
begin by making SCALLION WRAPPED TERIYAKI BEEF ROLLS.  You’ll learn the
art of perfectly grilled fish by making BAJA CORVINA FISH TACOS with CHIP-
TOLE LIME CREMA. Fresh grilled corvina with chili rub and thin sliced coleslaw.
Then we’ll move on to TEQUILA CITRUS CHICKEN THIGHTS accompanied
with HONEY ORANGE GLAZED GREEN TOP CARROTS. 
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $75
#150512A – Tuesday, May 12 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Grill Fundamentals: Smoke Grilling
Join us for this class dedicated to the essential techniques for smoking food.
With the Kitchen Window Grillmaster as your guide, you’ll work on setting
up a smoker then work through the basics to gain an understanding over tem-
perature control, smoke and flavor.  We’ll discuss how to effectively use
smoke in your cooking, including which types of wood to use. You’ll learn
how to use low temperatures and long cooking times to create delicious
smoked foods right in your backyard. We’ll begin the evening with SMOKED
MINI BARBACOA TACOS. After that we’ll move onto SMOKED SHRIMP
PO’BOS WITH GRILLMASTER REMOULADE. Then on to HICKORY
SMOKED CHICKEN WITH BOURBON MOLASSES GLAZE with BACON
CHIPTIOLE CHILIE BEANS.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $75
#150513A – Wednesday, May 13 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Grill Fundamentals: Barbecue Party
A true barbecue party is a celebration of flavors that maximize the virtues of
both the food and the grill or smoker. At our party you’ll start from scratch and
work with charcoal and gas grills along with smokers to creating a fantastic
summer feast. We’ll start with HICKORY-SMOKED PARMESAN & HERB
WINGS – classic party food meets gastro-pub fare in this simple but amazing
appetizer. Next up is GRILLED GREEK LAMB CHOPS WITH TZATZIKI – mar-
inated in olive oil, lemon and herbs, these lamb chops are perfectly succulent
and served with a cool and creamy cucumber-yogurt sauce. We’ll also make
HERBED PETITE TENDER SLIDERS WITH SUN-DRIED TOMATO AIOLI – ten-
der beef shoulder fills these tiny, impressive sandwiches. And finally, we’ll try
our hands at an often overlooked use for the outdoor kitchen: FETA, ONION
& WHITE BEAN FLATBREAD – you’ll be amazed at the depth and dimension
of flavor you’ll find in this simple bread.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $75
#150514A – Thursday, May 14 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

A Midwestern Spring by FireLake Grill House & Cocktail Bar
Executive Chef Jim Kyndberg from FireLake Grill House & Cocktail Bar in
downtown Minneapolis joins us to prepare a delightful menu of fresh spring
dishes made with locally available ingredients. You will enjoy a dazzling
demonstration, a delicious meal and you will get to take home the fabulous
recipes to re-create at home. The first course will be SMOKED SALMON RIL-
LETTE WITH RAMPS & MORELS, followed by SPRING PEA SOUP WITH
CHIVE CRÈME FRAICHE & CRISP PANCETTA. Next will be a rich BRAISED
LAMB SHOULDER WITH PICKLED ZUCCHINI & WHOLE GRAIN MUSTARD
SAUCE. A fine meal isn’t complete without dessert so Chef Kyndberg will finish
the evening with a WARM DARK CHOCOLATE BROWNIE WITH MOREL ICE
CREAM & PORT WINE PORCINI CARAMEL, a flavor combination that you
won’t soon forget. 
Jim Kyndberg | Demonstration | $69
#150514B – Thursday, May 7 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Bacon, Bacon, Bacon
Bacon, need we say more? Bacon isn’t just for breakfast any more! Chef Ben
McCallum will demonstrate how to incorporate everyone’s favorite crisp,
smoky, salty treat into every meal – even dessert! Chef Ben brings his years of
culinary experience to our kitchen classroom, you will love hearing him share
handy kitchen tips and great stories as he prepares a decadent bacon-infused
meal. Start with a satisfying WILD MUSHROOM SALAD WITH PANCETTA,
PINE NUTS & PECORINO. The meal also includes FILET MIGNON WRAPPED
IN BACON which has been seared in brown butter for added flavor. ASIAGO
POTATO BACON CROQUETTES are light & pillowy inside, crisp on the out-
side and filled throughout with rich flavor. Fresh spring staple asparagus is
transformed into an amazing side in Chef Ben’s ASPARAGUS AND BRIE BUN-
DLED WITH BACON. Dessert of MAPLE BACON DOUGHNUT HOLES is a
fusion of the two popular current food trends, bacon and doughnuts and Chef
Ben has combined them masterfully. 
Ben McCallum | Demonstration | $69
#150518A – Monday, May 18 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150519A – Tuesday, May 19 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
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Grillmaster Series: Green Egg Cooking
There's a reason the Big Green Egg calls itself the “world’s best smoker and
grill”. This outdoor ceramic cooker is unrivaled in versatility and perform-
ance – it's a charcoal grill, an oven and a smoker. Plus it can reach up to
750 degrees in a short period of time, which makes it perfect for pizzas and
flatbreads. Whether you’re contemplating a purchase, you already own an
Egg, or you just want to experience some great food, check out this class.
We’ll begin with SMOKED PORKETTA SAMIS with GRILLED ONIONS
AND PEPPERS, featuring Italian dry-rubbed, slow-smoked pork shoulder.
Next is ROASTED LEMON & TARRAGON CHICKEN SALAD – vertical-
roasted chicken served on a bed of butter lettuce with apple, walnuts, red
onion and goat cheese with citron vinaigrette. We’ll boost our temp to sear-
ing for BISTECCA ALLA FIORENTINA – a 4 pound Tuscan garlic herb
rubbed T-bone steak served with SMOKED SMASHED POTATOES. Finally,
we’ll finish our eggstravaganza with a PIZZA BAR, using our Egg as a wood-
burning pizza oven.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Demonstration | $79
#150520A – Wednesday, May 20 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fundamentals of Fresh Pasta
Fresh pasta gives a delicate texture and depth of flavor to your pasta dishes –
it’s an entirely different experience than boiled noodles from a box. This class
will show you how easy it is to make fresh pasta at home. You’ll make two
pasta doughs, an all-purpose BASIC PASTA DOUGH and a flavorful HERBED
PASTA DOUGH. You’ll learn how to mix, knead and roll out the pasta dough,
as well as how to form it for a variety of uses. Instructor Jonathan Gans will
also share some of his favorite pasta sauces, which you’ll make and enjoy with
the pasta from class. The first dish is a classic LASAGNA. You’ll learn how to
cut and layer fresh pasta. Then while the lasagna bakes, you’ll make FETTUC-
CINI WITH BASIL PESTO. You’ll also learn how to make filled pasta including
SPINACH RICOTTA RAVIOLI WITH TRADITIONAL TOMATO SAUCE and
CHEESE TORTELLINI WITH ALFREDO SAUCE. This class will give you the
confidence and skills to create a beautiful meal of fresh pasta any time.
If you own a pasta machine, we encourage you to bring it to work with in
class.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150521B – Thursday, May 21 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Party BBQ: Tapas and Paella
Let Kitchen Window’s Executive Chef Jonathan lead you in a culinary tour of
Spain with a festive tapas and paella party. To get you into a Mediterranean
mood we will start with four TAPAS – small plates that are a great way to sam-
ple a variety of traditional Spanish bar snacks: MANCHEGO CROQUETTES;
GAMBAS AL ROMESCO – shrimp in roasted pepper and almond sauce;
CHORIZO STUFFED DATES – popular Spanish dates stuffed with chorizo and
goat cheese wrapped in serrano ham; and a classic CATALAN FLAT BREAD
topped with a seasonal veggies. Our main course of CHICKEN & CHORIZO
PAELLA transforms humble Bomba rice into a gourmet meal as it soaks up the
spices and gets topped with RED PEPPER, LEEKS, SUGAR SNAP PEAS, ARTI-
CHOKES AND MARCONA ALMONDS. For dessert, we’ll make SPICED OR-
ANGES WITH SHERRY & CREAM. 
Jonathan Gans | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150522A – Friday, May 22 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Spiralizer Creations
Spiralizers, or spiral slicers have become extremely popular in creating healthy
vegetable and fruit-based dishes. Summer is the best time to make the most of
your spiralizer with the vast array of local fresh fruits and vegetables that are
available. Fox 9 televisions’s Lifestyle expert Ross Sveback will demonstrate
how to master the spiralizer and create more dishes than you could ever imag-
ine possible. You’ll see that spiralizers will make your meal preparation quick,
easy and fun! Ross’ ZUCCHINI SPAGHETTI lightens up the traditional pasta
dish and incorporates fresh vegetables and herbs. BUTTERNUT SQUASH
MAC & CHEESE is a delicious transformation of the popular comfort food.
VANILLA-SPICED APPLE & PEAR CHIPS are a sweet healthy treat that will be
a family favorite. MOROCCAN-SPICED ROASTED CHICKEN WITH CARROT
SALAD is a flavorful main dish that will be your weeknight meal go-to recipe.
EGGS IN POTATO NESTS are picture-perfect culinary creations that can be
enjoyed for breakfast, lunch OR dinner. Leave this class with the confidence
that your spiralizer will soon become your absolute favorite kitchen tool!
Ross Sveback | Demonstration | $69
#150522B – Friday, May 22 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

The Secrets of the Sushi Roll 
Sushi has never been more popular – you can even find it prepackaged in gro-
cery stores. Traditional sushi is healthy, fun and easy to make at home, once
you know the techniques. Join us to learn the secrets of the sushi roll with
Master Sushi Chef Pepe Yang of Sushi Tango. As the class begins, Pepe will
discuss the history and etiquette of sushi as he prepares a special roll for you
to enjoy. Next, you’ll learn how to use a sashimi knife to properly cut
SALMON AND TUNA SASHIMI for NIGIRI. You’ll make SUSHI RICE and taste
a sampling of soy sauces and ponzu. With these essentials under your belt,
you’ll try your hand at making sushi rolls. You’ll start with the popular CALI-
FORNIA ROLL and SPICY TUNA ROLL before exercising your creativity with
a variety of MAKI ROLLS using your favorite ingredients from our selection,
including CUCUMBER, AVOCADO, and CRABMEAT. During class, you’ll also
learn where to shop for the freshest sushi ingredients and what equipment
you’ll need to make rolling sushi easy and fun.
Pierre “Pepe” Yang | Participation | $79
#150526A – Tuesday, May 26 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Green Egg Classics
Few grills have the sort of following that the Big Green Egg does, but rest as-
sured, the Egg has earned it.  So what is it that sets this outstanding outdoor
cooker apart?  Its versatility and performance!  Combining the capabilities of
an oven, smoker, and grill, there’s little the Egg can’t do in creating full menus
with delicious fire-grilled flavors.  In this fully hands-on class, you’ll learn how
to master grilling on the Egg in small groups under the guidance of our Grill-
masters Daniel and Doug. They will walk you through the preparation of a
complete menu on the Egg, beginning with SMOKED BEEF TENDERLOIN
WITH WARM FINGERLING POTATO SALAD. Chicken with a summer twist
is next on the menu with LEMONADE CHICKEN WITH WATERCRESS,
BACON & RED ONION. Finally, you’ll finish with a fresh GRILLED BBQ
SALMON WITH CHARRED CORN & AVOCADO SALAD. You’ll leave class
with the confidence to grill these dishes and more on the Egg!
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150527A – Wednesday, May 27 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Modern Artisan Pizza
This class will teach you to be a true backyard artisan when it comes to pizza
making. Kitchen Window’s Grillmasters will show you how to make and work
with two doughs specifically designed for live-fire grilling.  You will learn to
adapt to the changing environment inside your grill so that every pizza that
comes out will impress even the most discerning crowd. You’ll begin by mak-
ing Neapolitan style dough, using traditional Italian flour. We’ll then go on to
use that base and top our  pizzas with BURRATA & HEIRLOOM TOMATO
with BASIL INFUSED OLIVE OIL ; APPLE, STILTON & PROSCIUTTO; and
SHRIMP & ROATSED CORN with a WHITE GARLIC SAUCE. Then we’ll move
on to our Wood-Fired dough designed wood and charcoal grills that’s able to
handle heartier toppings. We’ll be turning that dough into our KOREAN PIZ-
ZAS with thin sliced pork belly, daikon kimchi and jack cheese with a gochua-
jang & tomato sauce and our THAI-PEANUT PIZZAS with grilled chicken,
julienned carrot, scallion, peanuts and mozzarella.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150528A – Thursday, May 28 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Knife Clinic
Once you learn how to properly use your knives, you will not only improve
how you cook, but cooking will become easier and more enjoyable. The key
to good knife skills is an understanding of good gripping and cutting tech-
niques. When used properly, your knife will perform much more efficiently –
and it can actually become three times sharper. Once mastered, the knife skills
you’ll pick up in this seminar will help you reduce your prep-time in the
kitchen and improve your confidence while slicing and dicing. This hour-long
primer will give you a fundamental understanding of the most important tools
in your kitchen and prepare you to further develop your skills at home. Choos-
ing the correct knife for the job is fundamentally important. Each kind of knife
plays an important, specific role in the kitchen. In this seminar, we'll discuss
the best uses and practical applications for many kinds of Western and Asian
knives – from parers to slicers, chef's knives to santokus, and bread knives to
cleavers. We will review basic cutting techniques; how to choose a knife; dif-
ferences in types, styles and shapes of knives; and basic safety, storage and
knife care.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150530A – Saturday, May 30 | 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

For complete class descriptions visit www.kitchenwindow.com4



Knife Sharpening Clinic 
The right knife can make all the difference in food preparation – but any knife
is only as good as its edge. A dull edge is inefficient, difficult to use and dan-
gerous. In this seminar, you’ll learn how to keep your knives sharp and in top
condition. We will begin with a basic introduction to the various types of knife
edges and a demonstration of the proper sharpening techniques that can create
the perfect cutting edge for your knife. We’ll explore whetstones and honing
steels, and discuss the virtues of each of these sharpening tools. With a whet-
stone, you have more control, which allows you to shape an edge with a single
bevel and a thinner angle – a sharper edge with improved performance. And
with a honing steel, you can maintain that perfect knife edge for months with-
out the need for re-sharpening. We’ll show you how. 
Bring your knives with you, as well as a stone and steel if you have them. If
you don’t own a stone or steel, you can work with ours during class.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150530B – Saturday, May 30| 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150530C – Saturday, May 30 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Espresso Essentials
Get the most from your home espresso machine with this fun and informative
seminar led by an expert member of the Kitchen Window staff. Whether you
want to optimize the use of your current espresso machine, or are in the process
of deciding on a purchase, this seminar will give you the information you need
to make the most of your coffee experience at home. We’ll begin with a coffee
tasting and discuss what’s behind that perfect cup of espresso, latte or cappuc-
cino. You’ll learn how to select the best beans, how to grind them for maximum
flavor and aroma, and how to turn them into the perfect espresso shot. Our in-
structor will demonstrate the right way to use your grinder and brewer, as well
as how to care for and maintain your espresso machine to ensure its maximum
performance for years to come. Using the wide range of espresso machines
available at Kitchen Window, our instructor will demonstrate the proper tech-
nique for pulling espresso shots to get great crema every time. We will also
cover the best methods for steaming, frothing, foaming and pouring milk. We’ll
talk about some of your favorite coffee drink recipes, and even explore how to
make latte art. You’ll have a chance to explore the features of our top selling
machines to help determine which one best suits your needs.
Lauren Lenzen | Seminar | $35
#150531A – Sunday, May 31 | 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m

Cooking Basics – Secrets of a Chef
Give us two hours, and we’ll introduce you to the fundamental cooking tech-
niques that will make your time in the kitchen easier, more efficient and more
enjoyable. Led by an expert member of the Kitchen Window staff, this seminar
will give you the skills and the confidence to become a better cook. You’ll
learn how to choose the right equipment for a particular project, as well as
how to use that equipment to achieve the best results. We’ll show you the im-
portance of choosing the right ingredients and how to use them. We’ll demon-
strate various culinary techniques – including frying, searing, sautéing,
caramelizing, deglazing and braising – and discuss when to use (and when
not to use) each technique. Throughout the seminar, we’ll prepare samples for
you to share so that you may taste for yourselves the difference a few basic
skills can make. Samples include: PEPPERCORN STEAK AND EGGS; succu-
lent SHORT RIBS; SEARED SCALLOPS; and savory SAUTEED VEGETABLES
and creamy RISOTTO. You’ll also learn a few professional secrets that will
help you take your cooking to the next level.
Jonathan Gans | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150531B – Sunday, May 31 | 2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Outdoor Cooking & Grilling Seminar 
Join our grillmasters to learn the fundamentals of successful outdoor grilling
and smoking. Our experts will help you sort through the hype to better under-
stand the grill you have or to choose the perfect grill for your outdoor kitchen.
Understanding your grill is the key to achieving a great grilling menu. You'll
get a lesson in the basic anatomy and features of gas and charcoal grills, and
we'll also take a peek at smokers. We’ll discuss how a grill’s design, construc-
tion and technology affect food. We'll talk about traditional and infrared burn-
ers, insulation, rotisseries and more. Our grill guys will also break down
smokers and discuss how to effectively use smoke in your cooking, including
which types of wood to use. Finally, so that you may compare the techniques
and features covered in the seminar, we'll sample food from a variety of grills,
including CEDAR-PLANKED BRIE; slow cooked 4-HOUR BABY BACK RIBS;
HERB SALT CRUSTED CHICKEN cooked on the rotisserie; juicy quick-cooked
PORK LOIN CHOPS; CHICKEN BREASTS and NEW YORK STRIP STEAKS.
We’ll have enough samples to send even the biggest eaters into a protein coma.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150531C – Sunday, May 31 | 12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

JUNE
Grillmaster Series: Fish 
Whether it’s a hearty fish steak or the local catch of the day, fish is wonderful
on the grill. No matter what type of grill you have, this hands-on class will
show you the way to fabulous fish off the grill every time. You’ll learn how to
shuck oysters for BLACK PEPPERCORN SMOKED OYSTERS. We’ll follow that
with SUGAR CANE SHRIMP with FRUIT SALSA and STUFFED CALAMARI –
whole calamari filled with a savory stuffing and grilled to perfection. You’ll
cook two kinds of fish: GRILLED ARCTIC CHAR with VERMOUTH COM-
POUND BUTTER & GRILLED GREEN BEANS; and HAZELNUT CRUSTED AT-
LANTIC COD grilled on a MAPLE-PLANK, which will show you how much
flavor a simple piece of wood adds to your cooking. For dessert, we’ll make
STRAWBERRY-ORANGE S’MORES – grilled shortbread with Cointreau, straw-
berries and charred marshmallow.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $89
#150602A – Tuesday, June 2| 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Green Egg Basics
Few grills have the sort of following that the Big Green Egg does, but rest assured,
the Egg has earned it.  So what is it that sets this outstanding outdoor cooker
apart?  Its versatility and performance!  Combining the capabilities of an oven,
smoker, and grill, there’s little the Egg can’t do.  Of course, the wealth of possi-
bilities can seem overwhelming to the uninitiated, so our resident grillmasters
are here to teach you what you need to know to get started.  In this hands-on
class, you’ll learn about how to start your grill and select charcoal, and then,
you’ll set your grill and start cooking!  You’ll make ORANGE WHISKEY GLAZED
CHICKEN WITH HONEY ORANGE AND BROCCOLI SLAW, and learn all
about coal-fired roasting.  You’ll master working with quick meats when you
make a classic FLATIRON STEAK WITH CHIMICHURRI SAUCE.  You’ll also
make FINGERLING POTATO SALAD WITH SUN-DRIED TOMATO VINAI-
GRETTE and prove that you can grill nearly any dish with great results.  Finally,
you’ll stoke the Egg to impressively high temperatures to make COAL-FIRED
PIZZA, with a traditional quick-cook crust, and top it with homemade Sicilian
sausage, hot soppresata salami, red onion and oregano.  Come on out for a
night of great fun, great food, and a hands-on look at one of our favorite grills! 
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150603A – Wednesday, June 3 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Ten Ways to Enjoy Your Garden Greens
Sure we all like a green salad, but the leafy greens we love in salads can be
incorporated into so many more dishes than the basic salad. Chef Anna Dvo-
rak will demonstrate how to use the fresh summer garden greens to create 5
delicious and nutritious dishes. Get the most from the summer green harvest
this year when you take Anna’s recipes home to create these dishes over and
over and over again. Spring and early summer are the perfect time to enjoy
vitamin-packed BABY GREENS WITH APPLE CIDER VINAIGRETTE. Crisp,
cool THAI LETTUCE WRAPS WITH PEANUT DIPPING SAUCE are the appe-
tizer for the evening. Next up, Anna will serve LOCAL SPINACH & GOAT
CHEESE SCRAMBLE, followed by FRIED RICE WITH GINGER, SCALLIONS &
KALE. Finally, CHARD CROQUETTE WITH LEMON HERB SAUCE is a tasty,
bright side that you will want to re-create at home – and we’ll give you all the
recipes so you can do just that! 
Anna Dvorak | Demonstration | $69
#150603B – Wednesday, June 3 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
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Cooking with Flowers
Edible flowers are a part of many regional cuisines around the world. They
make a fragrant and flavorful addition to baking, beverages and a wide array
of dishes. Fox 9 television Lifestyle Expert Ross Sveback will show you how
to incorporate edible flowers into some beautiful and delicious dishes in this
seasonal class. Ross will start with LILAC SUGAR and LILAC CREAM PIE
which incorporate super fragrant spring lilacs.  DANDELION COOKIES are
delicate, chewy lacy cookie creations infused with dandelion and honey. Taste
the essence of roses in PISTACHIO ROSE SHORTBREAD. Next, Ross will cre-
ate a gorgeous picture-perfect SPRING GREENS SALAD WITH PANSIES &
RHUBARB VINAIGRETTE. Finally, Ross will show us how to create bouquet-
infused FLOWER JAMS, you’ll get to take home a small sample of jam to share
with your family or friends (although they taste so good that you may not want
to share!). 
Ross Sveback | Demonstration | $69
#150606A – Saturday, June 6 | 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150609A – Tuesday, June 9 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Burgers, Chicken & Chops
Whether you’re an avid griller or just starting out you cannot overlook the im-
portance of mastering these staples of the grill. In this class you’ll learn the se-
crets to juicy burgers, succulent chicken and perfect pork. You’ll start off with
two ultimate burgers, a CLASSIC STEAK-HOUSE BURGER and a Grillmaster’s
take on a Minnesota original BACON & CHEDDAR-STUFFED BURGER. Once
the burgers are ready to hit the grill, it’s on to mastering the flame. Our Grill-
masters will walk you through on how to achieve great flavor on any grill, de-
termine perfect doneness and anticipate the correct resting time (for the food,
not the cook). Then it’s on to conquering the mixed grill with HERBED
CHICKEN BREAST and BUTTERMILK PORK CHOPS served with a GRILLED
PINEAPPLE VINAIGRETTE SALAD. You’ll learn how to adjust cooking times
and techniques on your grill to get juicy every time. Finally, you’ll learn to slow
smoke, grill and sauce BBQ CHICKEN THIGHS and JERK CHICKEN LEGS
where the skin is crisp, not burnt, and the meat doesn’t stick to your grill.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150610A – Wednesday, June 10 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fundamentals of Pizza: From Thin to Thick
For dinner, breakfast or a midnight snack – pizza is the perfect food. And while
many of us rely on the convenience of take-out or delivery, there’s nothing
quite like an artisan-style pizza made by hand. And you’d be surprised at how
easy pizza is to make. Join Chef Jonathan Gans for a hands-on class that will
teach you the fundamentals of delicious home-baked pizza. You’ll begin with
the foundation for every good pizza – the crust. Jonathan will walk you
through the techniques for a successful dough, how to fashion that dough into
three types of crust, and how to finish each crust for a perfect pizza every time.
On the menu: CRISPY FLATBREAD PIZZA, with a white-garlic sauce, grilled
chicken, goat cheese and arugula over an authentic Neapolitan-style crust;
HAND-TOSSED PIZZA with a tender, chewy crust, topped with FRESH MOZ-
ZARELLA, WHOLE LEAF BASIL & PROSCIUTTO DI PARMA; and CHICAGO
DEEP-DISH PIZZA which you will customize with your favorite toppings.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150610B – Wednesday, June 10 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Cooking Basics – Secrets of a Chef
Give us two hours, and we’ll introduce you to the fundamental cooking tech-
niques that will make your time in the kitchen easier, more efficient and more
enjoyable. Led by an expert member of the Kitchen Window staff, this seminar
will give you the skills and the confidence to become a better cook. You’ll
learn how to choose the right equipment for a particular project, as well as
how to use that equipment to achieve the best results. We’ll show you the im-
portance of choosing the right ingredients and how to use them. We’ll demon-
strate various culinary techniques – including frying, searing, sautéing,
caramelizing, deglazing and braising – and discuss when to use (and when
not to use) each technique. Throughout the seminar, we’ll prepare samples for
you to share so that you may taste for yourselves the difference a few basic
skills can make. Samples include: PEPPERCORN STEAK AND EGGS; succu-
lent SHORT RIBS; SEARED SCALLOPS; and savory SAUTEED VEGETABLES
and creamy RISOTTO. You’ll also learn a few professional secrets that will
help you take your cooking to the next level.
Jonathan Gans | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150614A – Sunday, June 14 | 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Outdoor Cooking & Grilling Seminar 
Join our grillmasters to learn the fundamentals of successful outdoor grilling
and smoking. Our experts will help you sort through the hype to better un-
derstand the grill you have or to choose the perfect grill for your outdoor
kitchen. Understanding your grill is the key to achieving a great grilling menu.
You'll get a lesson in the basic anatomy and features of gas and charcoal
grills, and we'll also take a peek at smokers. We’ll discuss how a grill’s design,
construction and technology affect food. We'll talk about traditional and in-
frared burners, insulation, rotisseries and more. Our grill guys will also break
down smokers and discuss how to effectively use smoke in your cooking, in-
cluding which types of wood to use. Finally, so that you may compare the
techniques and features covered in the seminar, we'll sample food from a va-
riety of grills, including CEDAR-PLANKED BRIE; slow cooked 4-HOUR BABY
BACK RIBS; HERB SALT CRUSTED CHICKEN cooked on the rotisserie; juicy
quick-cooked PORK LOIN CHOPS; CHICKEN BREASTS and NEW YORK
STRIP STEAKS. We’ll have enough samples to send even the biggest eaters
into a protein coma.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150614B – Sunday, June 14 | 12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Cooking Under Pressure
Pressure cooking is the perfect solution for today’s cooks who are looking to
feed their families healthy meals using less time and energy. With a pressure
cooker, you can cook with less water at a high heat, so your food retains many
of the nutrients that are lost in simmering or boiling. And while you may have
heard your grandmother’s horror stories about dangerous, exploding pressure
cookers, today’s pressure cookers boast safety features that make using them
simple and worry-free. Join Kitchen Window’s expert instructor for a fun and
informative seminar on the proper use of a pressure cooker. You’ll learn about
the technical features of pressure cookers, get tips for making your pressure
cooker easier to use, and sample some tasty recipes. On the menu is hearty
and healthy BEAN SOUP; savory RISOTTO; and creamy NEW YORK STYLE
CHEESECAKE. You’ll also learn how to modify some of your favorite “tradi-
tional” recipes for your pressure cooker. If you own a pressure cooker, or are
interested in adding this method of cooking to your repertoire, this is the sem-
inar for you.
Jonathan Gans | Seminar | $39
#150614C – Sunday, June 14 | 2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Championship Ribs & Sauce
If you love ribs, this class is for you. Our Grillmasters will cover everything
from the different types of ribs, how and where to purchase the best quality
ribs for cooking on the grill, and how to master the art of slow-cooking beef
and pork for maximum flavor. We’ll cook pork baby back ribs and spare ribs,
beef short ribs and beef back ribs. The class will explore the use of dry rubs.
You’ll work in teams learning how to build and develop the ultimate  barbecue
sauce. The menu starts with an appetizer of grilled KOREAN-STYLE SHORT
RIBS. Then it’s on to pork as we compare SMOKED PORK LOIN BACK RIBS
with GRILLMASTER’S DRY RUB to GRILLED PORK SPARE RIBS with CHAM-
PIONSHIP PORK BBQ SAUCE. We’ll enjoy these ribs with a side of CIDER
SLAW. Next we’ll compare SMOKED DRY-RUBBED BEEF BACK RIBS with
CHAMPIONSHIP BEEF BBQ SAUCE to GRILLED ESPRESSO-RUBBED BEEF
SHORT RIBS. We’ll serve these up with a side of SWEET POTATO & PECAN-
MAPLE MASH.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150616A – Tuesday, June 16 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
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BBQ Tour: North Carolina 
This stop on our BBQ Tour is all about the low and slow barbecue of North
Carolina. In this class, you’ll make and sample an authentic barbecue
menu – North Carolina-style – with our grillmasters. You’ll get expert bar-
becue tips, techniques, and recipes. Your North Carolina BBQ menu begins
with PIMENTO CHEESE DIP with GRILLED CIABATTA. Next you’ll make
pork two ways: VINEGAR-MOPPED CHOPPED CAROLINA PORK with
TANGY VINEGAR SAUCE and PULLED CAROLINA PORK served with
“CAROLINA GOLD” MUSTARD SAUCE. For sides, you’ll make HUSH-
PUPPIES, CAROLINA SLAW, and amazing SWEET POTATO BISCUITS. And
no meal is complete without dessert; you’ll make (and devour) GRILLED
BANANA PUDDING.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150618A – Thursday, June 18 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Sun Drenched Menu
Join us to enjoy a delicious menu custom-made for summer, created by Fox 9
television Lifestyle Expert Ross Sveback. This vibrant, colorful meal is inspired
by colorful, fresh, flavorful summer vegetables and global cuisines. This menu
is just right for your summer parties – light, delicious, easy-to-prepare and
dazzling! TANDOORI SHRIMP is based on the fragrant spiced clay-oven
dishes from India. CHEDDAR CHIVE BISCUITS will be the perfect accompa-
niment to any meal, especially tonight’s meal. Use fresh garden tomatoes to
re-create Ross’ Mediterranean TOMATO SALAD WITH BASIL HONEY VINAI-
GRETTE. Another Minnesota summer garden favorite, fresh corn is a Southwest
American influenced, colorful delicious side dish. Finally, Ross will prepare a
PEACH BREAD PUDDING, the just-right combination of sweet, creamy,
doughy, fruity goodness! 
Ross Sveback | Demonstration | $69
#150618B – Friday, June 19 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m

Knife Clinic
Once you learn how to properly use your knives, you will not only improve
how you cook, but cooking will become easier and more enjoyable. The key
to good knife skills is an understanding of good gripping and cutting tech-
niques. When used properly, your knife will perform much more efficiently –
and it can actually become three times sharper. Once mastered, the knife skills
you’ll pick up in this seminar will help you reduce your prep-time in the
kitchen and improve your confidence while slicing and dicing. This hour-long
primer will give you a fundamental understanding of the most important tools
in your kitchen and prepare you to further develop your skills at home. Choos-
ing the correct knife for the job is fundamentally important. Each kind of knife
plays an important, specific role in the kitchen. In this seminar, we'll discuss
the best uses and practical applications for many kinds of Western and Asian
knives – from parers to slicers, chef's knives to santokus, and bread knives to
cleavers. We will review basic cutting techniques; how to choose a knife; dif-
ferences in types, styles and shapes of knives; and basic safety, storage and
knife care.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150620A – Saturday, June 20 | 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Knife Sharpening Clinic 
The right knife can make all the difference in food preparation – but any knife
is only as good as its edge. A dull edge is inefficient, difficult to use and dan-
gerous. In this seminar, you’ll learn how to keep your knives sharp and in top
condition. We will begin with a basic introduction to the various types of knife
edges and a demonstration of the proper sharpening techniques that can create
the perfect cutting edge for your knife. We’ll explore whetstones and honing
steels, and discuss the virtues of each of these sharpening tools. With a whet-
stone, you have more control, which allows you to shape an edge with a single
bevel and a thinner angle – a sharper edge with improved performance. And
with a honing steel, you can maintain that perfect knife edge for months with-
out the need for re-sharpening. We’ll show you how. 
Bring your knives with you, as well as a stone and steel if you have them. If
you don’t own a stone or steel, you can work with ours during class.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150620B – Saturday, June 20| 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
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Grillmaster Workshop
You asked for it, we designed it. Join our Grillmasters in this 100%
hands on start to finish all day workshop.  In this small classroom format
(12 person maximum) each guest will individually prepare their own
Grillmaster feast.  At the end of the day you’ll leave with everything
you’ve prepared and cooked so you can share it with your friends and
family or keep it all to yourself and feast for a week.  Spend the day
learning about: beef briskets, pork shoulders (butts), ribs, whole roasted
chickens, bbq chicken quarters, and the perfect grilled steak.  We will
discuss sourcing and selecting; cooking techniques, logging, doneness,
carving, building and layering flavors, rubs and sauces, temperature
control, as well as grill set up and management.  You will work with
gas grills, charcoal grills, pellet grills, box smokers, water smokers, and
kamados.  If a whole day dedicated to mastering the art of smoking and
grilling sounds like heaven then this is the class for you. 
Pork Shoulder Lab
When someone mentions BBQ, pork is probably the first meat that
comes to mind.  For many of us it is pork shoulder that really captures
our imagination and taste buds.  We will work with you on the tech-
niques for keeping your shoulders moist during long slow cooks, de-
veloping layered flavors, selecting a spice blend that stands up, and
even explain that troublesome stall and how to manage it based on your
schedule.   In our longest cook of the day (8-9 hours) you will create
CIDER MOPPED, LOW COUNTRY BBQ RUBBED PULLED PORK.
Brisket Lab
Brisket is by far be the most difficult item to master which is why it is
the most critical component to any BBQ competition.  Learn critical
techniques for the mastering the art of low and slow smoked beef
brisket. You will trim, rub, mop and hickory smoke your own TEXAS
MARKET BEEF Q RUBBED BRISKET.
Chicken Lab
Overcoming over cooked is the most critical component to perfectly
prepared chicken.  You will work with our Grillmasters to understand
the essentials in creating moist delicious chicken.  You will start by
preparing a whole MAPLE-APPLE SMOKED GRILLED CHICKEN.  Then,
using bone-in legs and thighs, you will brine, rub, smoke and sauce to
create the ultimate KC MASTERPICE BBQ CHICKEN.  And for the final
challenge we will work on conquering the boneless skinless chicken
breast with GRILLED ONION BBQ PASTE.
Rib Lab
In the rib workshop we will cover everything from the different types
of ribs, how and where to purchase, rib preparation, seasoning, saucing
and how to master the art of slow-cooking for maximum flavor. You will
taste test St. Louis Style Spare Ribs and baby back ribs.  Then you will
set up your smoker and prepare your own slab of GRILLMASTERS
CHAMPIONSHIP BBQ ST. LOUIS STYLE SPARE RIBS.  
Steak Lab
Work with our Grillmasters to discover and prepare the steak that is just
right for you.  You will taste your way through steak grades and primary
cuts gaining an understanding of the unique flavor of each different
type, learn about selection and grilling techniques, then prepare and
grill your own PEPPERCORN-GARLIC RUBBED NEW YORK STRIP
STEAK with a GRILLED ROMAINE WEDGE SALAD.   
Smoke Lab
Learn about smoke levels and flavor balance in a side-by-side explo-
ration and tasting of Alder, Apple, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Mesquite,
Oak and Pecan woods as you work our way to creating the perfect
PARMESAN-DIJON CRUSTED SMOKED CHICKEN WINGS
Dry Rub Lab
Our Grillmasters will share with you all the tips and tricks to creating
your own dry rub blends.  You will get the opportunity to work with
many of their secret ingredients and explore different sampling and tast-
ing techniques as you explore the art of creating or modifying your fa-
vorite blends.  You will create two staple dry rubs, one intended for
fattier meats and one for lean cuts: CLASSIC PIT RUB, BBQ GRILL
BLEND
Sauce Lab
Learn the art of building your own BBQ sauce.  Discover building bal-
anced and layered flavors as you work through our Grillmaster sauce
workshop.  You will create a basic but essential SMOKEHOUSE BBQ
SAUCE.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $499
#150613A – Saturday, June 13 | 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.



Party BBQ: Tapas and Paella
Let Kitchen Window’s Executive Chef Jonathan lead you in a culinary tour of
Spain with a festive tapas and paella party. To get you into a Mediterranean
mood we will start with four TAPAS – small plates that are a great way to sam-
ple a variety of traditional Spanish bar snacks: MANCHEGO CROQUETTES;
GAMBAS AL ROMESCO – shrimp in roasted pepper and almond sauce;
CHORIZO STUFFED DATES – popular Spanish dates stuffed with chorizo and
goat cheese wrapped in serrano ham; and a classic CATALAN FLAT BREAD
topped with a seasonal veggies. Our main course of CHICKEN & CHORIZO
PAELLA transforms humble Bomba rice into a gourmet meal as it soaks up the
spices and gets topped with RED PEPPER, LEEKS, SUGAR SNAP PEAS, ARTI-
CHOKES AND MARCONA ALMONDS. For dessert, we’ll make SPICED OR-
ANGES WITH SHERRY & CREAM. 
Jonathan Gans | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150620C – Saturday, June 20 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fish Fundamentals
Finally a class dedicated to seafood lovers! Executive Chef Jonathan Gans has
expanded his popular Fish Fundamentals class to include delicacies from the
deep. With this class, you’ll broaden your culinary repertoire with new ideas
and techniques for cooking a variety of fish and seafood dishes. You’ll learn
what to look for when buying fish and other seafood, so that your finished
dish is always fresh and delicious. You’ll also learn, first-hand, which cooking
techniques are best suited to different foods. You’ll practice pan searing with
SCALLOPS WITH ORANGE VINAIGRETTE. You’ll sauté SHRIMP WITH FRESH
TOMATO LINGUINI. Turn inexpensive mussels into a gourmet treat with
MUSSELS IN SAFFRON BUTTER. Practice poaching with OLIVE-OIL
POACHED SALMON WITH FLEUR DE SEL. Finally, we’ll do Minnesota proud
with the ULTIMATE WALLEYE FRY served with HOMEMADE LEMON AIOLI.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $85
#150622A – Monday, June 15 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Tempura & Creative Sushi
For those of us devoted to sushi (and there a lot of us), comes a class devoted
to mastering the art of beautiful, authentic sushi, sashimi and tempura. We'll
be joined by Pierre "Pepe" Yang, a master sushi chef and one of our favorite
instructors. Pepe will share his wisdom and walk us through expert, intricate
sushi preparations that go way beyond the humble California roll. You'll learn
Pepe's master techniques, including how to select your ingredients, how to
properly use a sashimi knife and how to embellish your sushi for presentation.
We'll start by making SHRIMP & VEGETABLE TEMPURA – shrimp and as-
sorted vegetables deep fried in a light batter. We'll learn how to use our tem-
pura to make HAND ROLLS and SUSHI CONES, as well as how to make
tempura crumbs for finishing CRUNCHY ROLLS. Next we'll work on
SASHIMI, and we'll make a RAINBOW ROLL – a roll with salmon, yellowtail
and tuna sashimi on the outside. Next, we'll try our hand at the CATERPILLAR
– a whimsical roll made with eel, avocado, cucumber and roe. And finally,
Pepe will teach how to make a couple of traditional dipping sauces to ac-
company our creations. 
Pierre “Pepe” Yang | Participation | $89
#150623B – Tuesday, June 23 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150624A – Wednesday, June 24 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Beyond the Fundamentals of Pizza: Stuffed Pizzas
Few things are more satisfying, more versatile or more family-friendly than
homemade pizza. From the bread, sauce and cheese to the pineapple and an-
chovies, pizza is customizable, fun and surprisingly easy to make. In this
hands-on class, you’ll take pizza-making to the next level with an evening
dedicated to stuffed pizza. With Chef Jonathan Gans as your guide, we’ll work
in stations and cover a range of hand-held pizza variations, learning tech-
niques and playing with toppings along the way. We’ll have a DOUGH STA-
TION – we’ll learn tips for creating pizza doughs with the right taste and
texture. There will be a CALZONE STATION – like pizza turnovers, calzones
are hand-held, satisfying and fun to eat. We’ll fill ours with a variety of classic
pizza toppings, including cheese, pepperoni, sausage, peppers, roasted mush-
rooms and olives. Next is the STROMBOLI STATION – a filled, rolled and
sliced, stromboli make great party food—for the young and the old. We’ll
make our stromboli with grilled chicken, spinach, artichokes, ham, roasted
peppers and sun-dried tomatoes. And finally, we’ll have the DESSERT CAL-
ZONE STATION – a sweet “pizza” filled with apples and ginger or chocolate
and raspberry. 
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150624B – Wednesday, June 24 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m

Grillmaster Series: Classic American Pizza
Learn to turn your grill into a backyard pizzeria.  If you love classic American
style pizzas, see how easy it can be to create great pie that can really be en-
hanced just by adding a little smoke.  In this class, you’ll get your hands in
three different doughs, then cook and taste Kitchen Window’s twist on tradi-
tional American pizzas. Our Grillmasters will walk you through the techniques
for cooking pizzas on the grill with crisp – but not charred – crusts, married
with perfectly cooked toppings.  We’ll begin by making a thin cracker-crust
with MARINATED TOMATOES, BASIL AND FRESH MOZZARELLA. Then we’ll
move onto a TRADITIONAL-CRUST PIZZA with BBQ CHICKEN AND
SMOKED GOUDA. Our pizza tour would not be complete without a
CHICAGO-STYLE DEEP DISH PIZZA with COARSE ITALIAN SAUSAGE & PEP-
PERONI. Then we’ll finish off with BLACKBERRY-BASIL PIZZA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150625A – Thursday, June 25 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Caribbean Grill
Caribbean cuisine is a mix of sweet, spicy, smoky, cool and colorful. Oh and
did we mention delicious? Especially delicious when prepared by Chef Ben
McCallum, one of Kitchen Window’s most popular instructors. Join us and
Chef Ben as he creates a meal that incorporates the best flavors from the
Caribbean. Chef Ben will demonstrate how to perfectly cook plantains to bring
out their subtle sweetness when he creates PLANTAIN & SHRIMP KEBOBS.
Taste the perfect combination of heat and cool in Chef Ben’s JERK GRILLED
CHICKEN WITH TART APPLE COLE SLAW.  Tonight’s first vegetable dish is
rich, velvety AVOCADO MASHED YUKON GOLD POTATOES while the sec-
ond is a bold, colorful and fresh SWEET CORN WITH ROASTED RED PEP-
PERS, SCALLIONS & CHILI PEPPERS. Finish off the evening with PUERTO
RICAN BREAD PUDDING for dessert. This menu will make you feel like you
just spent the evening in a tropical Caribbean paradise!
Ben McCallum | Demonstration | $69
#150625B – Thursday, June  25 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Party Barbecue: 4th of July
The fourth of July is the best kind of holiday – you are encouraged to relax in
your backyard, a park or by the lake. And the food served during your 4th of
July gathering embodies that same spirit while highlighting the season’s fresh
produce and bright colors.  Join our grillmasters Daniel and Doug for a hands-
on class featuring six early preparation items that offer great flexibility for easy
entertaining so you can also enjoy your holiday. For our main attraction we will
be enjoying a HERB BRINED BARBECUE CHICKEN – a variety of fresh herbs
brining our chicken for the best flavor and then placing it on the grill to barbecue
to perfection.  Next we making four side dishes to impress your family and
friends: GRILLED POTATO AND BACON SALAD – a classic backyard salad
with wonderful smokiness and, of course, bacon; ROASTED CORN ON THE
COB WITH GRILLMASTERS BBQ BUTTER – super easy dish with the great
added flavor of our signature butter; MARINATED GARDEN TOMATOES – fresh,
sweet tomatoes seasoned and marinated in a bold vinaigrette; and then a BASIL
AND MINT MELON SALAD – using the freshest produce to create a beautiful
and flavorful salad. Lastly, for dessert a FRESH BERRY COBBLER WITH GINGER
BISCUIT STARS – the best way to celebrate our nation’s holiday!
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150626A – Friday, June 26 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

For complete class descriptions visit www.kitchenwindow.com8



Taste of Spain Dinner
Spanish Cuisine is a varied cornucopia of influences from around the world
and each region of Spain also features signature dishes unique to their area.
Join Kitchen Window Executive Chef Jonathan Gans as he showcases a few
of these regions and their dishes in a relaxing evening of food, fun, friends
and stories from the kitchen. The first dish is CHILLED GARLIC & OLIVE OIL
SOUP WITH SPICED BREAD CRUMBS & MANCHEGO, a powerhouse of fla-
vors packed into one soup. The next dish highlights a Spanish favorite, jamón
(ham),  SAUTEED SPINACH WITH SERRANO HAM, PINE NUTS, RAISINS,
GARLIC & SHERRY. Chef Jonathan will then serve PRAWNS WITH TOASTED
GARLIC, CHILI PEPPER, CRUSHED TOMATO & SMOKED PAPRIKA. Sit back
and enjoy the aromas from the kitchen as Jonathan grills up LAMB WITH
MARCONA ALMOND, FIGS & SHERRY SAUCE. Dessert will be a cool,
creamy VALENCIAN SAFFRON RICE PUDDING WITH ORANGES - perfect
for summertime! 
Jonathan Gans | Demonstration| $75
#150626B – Friday, June 26 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Chophouse Steak
Just about every griller dreams of the perfect steak, but that raises a bigger
question: what is the “perfect steak?”   With so many different cuts, grades,
preparations and other factors, it can be difficult to figure out how to select
something that’s just right for your taste.  Fortunately, our grillmasters are here
to help you cut through the gristle and find your perfect steak!  As you taste
your way through different grades of beef (choice, select, and prime), different
finishing techniques (grass-fed, dry-aged), and the four primary cuts of steak,
you’ll gain an understanding of the unique flavor of each different type and
figure out which steak is just right for you.  You’ll also prepare an impressive
spread to accompany your meat, starting with classics including CHOP-
HOUSE SALAD and GRILLED VEGETABLES WITH HERB VINAIGRETTE, as
well as creative sides like CEDAR-PLANKED MASCARPONE POTATOES and
a pair of sauces to dress the steak; LOBSTER BUTTER and PORCINI MUSH-
ROOM BUTTER.  Finally, you’ll end the night with a light dessert of STRAW-
BERRIES WITH AGED BALSAMIC.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $89                           
#150629A – Monday, June 29 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Ultimate Burgers
Creating a flavorful burger takes more than just pouring Worcestershire sauce
on some ground meat and firing up the grill.  Discover the techniques and se-
crets for creating and grilling unique burgers in this hands-on class. In our first
round, we will create three burgers: an ITALIAN BURGER – fresh ground
chuck and Genoa Salami, topped with a sundried tomato aioli, parmesan
crisp, fried prosciutto and fresh arugula, served on a ciabatta roll; a MEDITER-
RANEAN BURGER – ground beef, lamb and pinenuts topped with feta tzatziki
sauce, and tomatoes; and a GERMAN BEER-BASTED BRATWURST BURGER
– ground pork, topped with sauerkraut, onion mustard, on a pretzel bun and
served with a summer melon salad. Round two feature three more burgers: a
JAPANESE TUNA BURGER – diced Ahi tuna topped with wasabi mayo, ser-
rano peppers and Asian slaw with a yuzu sesame dressing; a SPANISH
BURGER – fresh chuck ground with Spanish chorizo, topped with mahon
cheese, a fried egg, avocado, and harissa mayo; and a KOREAN BULGOGI
BURGER – bulgogi seasoned ground beef, topped with jack cheese, kimchi,
and gochujang sauce and served with a jicama slaw.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150630A – Tuesday, June 30 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Spring Flavors From the New Scenic Café
The New Scenic Café on the north shore of lake Superior is reknowned for a
dazzling menu of dishes created with seasonal and local ingredients and it at-
tracts customers from around the world. If you cannot make it up to the north
shore this spring, we’re bringing the north shore to you when New Scenic Cafe
Chef & Owner Scott Graden visits to prepare a rich indulgent meal that mas-
terfully combines unique and rich flavors, textures and colors. First up on the
menu is DUCK SAUSAGE WITH BEETROOT, POTATO, APPLE, KALE & A
SOFT CENTER EGG. Second course will be ROASTED BRUSSELS SPROUT
LEAVES WITH BRIOCHE, TALEGGIO FONDUTA & DUCK CONFIT. Next up
is LAMB MEATLOAF WITH ROOT VEGETABLES, PEAS, DUCK LIVER, CREAM
SHERRY & EGG YOLK. Finally dessert will be HUCKLEBERRY MOUSSE WITH
MASCARPONE, PORT & CANDIED BLUEBERRIES. Join us for this class and
enjoy beautiful food, great company and a truly enjoyable spring evening.
Scott Graden | Demonstration | $75
#150630B – Monday, April 27  | 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

JULY
Fundamentals of Fresh Pasta
Fresh pasta gives a delicate texture and depth of flavor to your pasta dishes –
it’s an entirely different experience than boiled noodles from a box. This class
will show you how easy it is to make fresh pasta at home. You’ll make two
pasta doughs, an all-purpose BASIC PASTA DOUGH and a flavorful HERBED
PASTA DOUGH. You’ll learn how to mix, knead and roll out the pasta dough,
as well as how to form it for a variety of uses. Instructor Jonathan Gans will
also share some of his favorite pasta sauces, which you’ll make and enjoy with
the pasta from class. The first dish is a classic LASAGNA. You’ll learn how to
cut and layer fresh pasta. Then while the lasagna bakes, you’ll make FETTUC-
CINI WITH BASIL PESTO. You’ll also learn how to make filled pasta including
SPINACH RICOTTA RAVIOLI WITH TRADITIONAL TOMATO SAUCE and
CHEESE TORTELLINI WITH ALFREDO SAUCE. This class will give you the
confidence and skills to create a beautiful meal of fresh pasta any time.
If you own a pasta machine, we encourage you to bring it to work with in
class.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150701A – Wednesday, July 1 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Chophouse Steak
Just about every griller dreams of the perfect steak, but that raises a bigger
question: what is the “perfect steak?”   With so many different cuts, grades,
preparations and other factors, it can be difficult to figure out how to select
something that’s just right for your taste.  Fortunately, our grillmasters are here
to help you cut through the gristle and find your perfect steak!  As you taste
your way through different grades of beef (choice, select, and prime), different
finishing techniques (grass-fed, dry-aged), and the four primary cuts of steak,
you’ll gain an understanding of the unique flavor of each different type and
figure out which steak is just right for you.  You’ll also prepare an impressive
spread to accompany your meat, starting with classics including CHOP-
HOUSE SALAD and GRILLED VEGETABLES WITH HERB VINAIGRETTE, as
well as creative sides like CEDAR-PLANKED MASCARPONE POTATOES and
delicious compound butters to dress the steak, including LOBSTER BUTTER
and MUSHROOM BUTTER. Finally, you’ll end the night with a light dessert
of STRAWBERRIES WITH AGED BALSAMIC.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $89                           
#150702A – Thursday, July 2 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.                                  

Fundamentals of Modern Sauces
Take your dinners to the next level with the perfect sauce. In this hands-on
class, you’ll learn the secrets to creating a great sauce, with the perfect balance
of flavor and texture. One of our favorite Kitchen Window instructors, Jonathan
Gans, will walk you through the preparation of a variety of sauces that can be
made in 5-30 minutes. You’ll learn how to develop a “chef’s eye” and build a
sauce using ingredients that you already have on hand. You’ll learn how to
pair your dinners with the right sauce, get hands-on practice at making a good
sauce, and leave with 30 ideas for sauces that can be made to finish off any
dinner – from family meals to elegant dinner parties. Jonathan will of course
share his tips and tricks, and we will sample the sauces we make on top of
MIXED SPRING GREENS SALAD, PERFECTLY ROASTED PORK TENDER-
LOIN, PAN-SEARED STEAK and ROOT VEGETABLE PUREES.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150711A – Saturday, July 11 | 6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Fish 
Whether it’s a hearty fish steak or the local catch of the day, fish is wonderful
on the grill. No matter what type of grill you have, this hands-on class will
show you the way to fabulous fish off the grill every time. You’ll learn how to
shuck oysters for BLACK PEPPERCORN SMOKED OYSTERS. We’ll follow that
with SUGAR CANE SHRIMP with FRUIT SALSA and STUFFED CALAMARI –
whole calamari filled with a savory stuffing and grilled to perfection. You’ll
cook two kinds of fish: GRILLED ARCTIC CHAR with VERMOUTH COM-
POUND BUTTER & GRILLED GREEN BEANS; and HAZELNUT CRUSTED AT-
LANTIC COD grilled on a MAPLE-PLANK, which will show you how much
flavor a simple piece of wood adds to your cooking. For dessert, we’ll make
STRAWBERRY-ORANGE S’MORES – grilled shortbread with Cointreau, straw-
berries and charred marshmallow.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $89
#150714A – Tuesday, July 14 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

To register call 612.824.4417 or visit us online at www.kitchenwindow.com 9



Grillmaster Series: Green Egg Basics
Few grills have the sort of following that the Big Green Egg does, but rest as-
sured, the Egg has earned it.  So what is it that sets this outstanding outdoor
cooker apart?  Its versatility and performance!  Combining the capabilities of
an oven, smoker, and grill, there’s little the Egg can’t do.  Of course, the wealth
of possibilities can seem overwhelming to the uninitiated, so our resident grill-
masters are here to teach you what you need to know to get started.  In this
hands-on class, you’ll learn about how to start your grill and select charcoal,
and then, you’ll set your grill and start cooking!  You’ll make ORANGE
WHISKEY GLAZED CHICKEN WITH HONEY ORANGE AND BROCCOLI
SLAW, and learn all about coal-fired roasting.  You’ll master working with
quick meats when you make a classic FLATIRON STEAK WITH
CHIMICHURRI SAUCE.  You’ll also make FINGERLING POTATO SALAD
WITH SUN-DRIED TOMATO VINAIGRETTE and prove that you can grill
nearly any dish with great results.  Finally, you’ll stoke the Egg to impressively
high temperatures to make COAL-FIRED PIZZA, with a traditional quick-cook
crust, and top it with homemade Sicilian sausage, hot soppresata salami, red
onion and oregano.  Come on out for a night of great fun, great food, and a
hands-on look at one of our favorite grills! 
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150715A – Wednesday, July 15 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fundamentals of Pizza: From Thin to Thick
For dinner, breakfast or a midnight snack – pizza is the perfect food. And while
many of us rely on the convenience of take-out or delivery, there’s nothing quite
like an artisan-style pizza made by hand. And you’d be surprised at how easy
pizza is to make. Join Chef Jonathan Gans for a hands-on class that will teach
you the fundamentals of delicious home-baked pizza. You’ll begin with the
foundation for every good pizza – the crust. Jonathan will walk you through
the techniques for a successful dough, how to fashion that dough into three
types of crust, and how to finish each crust for a perfect pizza every time. On
the menu: THIN CRUST PIZZA, with a white-garlic sauce, grilled chicken, goat
cheese and arugula over an authentic Neapolitan-style crust; AMERICAN STYLE
PIZZA with a tender, chewy crust, topped with FRESH MOZZARELLA &
WHOLE LEAF BASIL; and  DEEP-DISH PIZZA WITH SAUSAGE  PEPPERONI.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150716A – Thursday, July 16 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Brewmaster Party BBQ
Beer and grilling, grilling and beer.  Is there any better combination out there?
We sure don’t think so.  So find your bottle opener and brace yourself for an
excellent menu paired with local craft beers.  We’ll get the party stared with
CEDAR PLANK NACHOS. These are a fun smoky spin on traditional bar food
that will add some excitement to any event.  Kitchen Window’s Grillmasters
will prove that there’s really no limit to what you can cook on the grill when
they help you prepare RISOTTO FRITTERS WITH SMOKED TOMATO SAUCE.
After that, SZECHUAN STYLE SHORT RIBS WITH SESAME SLAW – an Asian
twist on an American barbecue classic.  Next, to satisfy even the most sea-
soned grillers you’ll be making Vietnamese ORANGE CHICKEN BANH MI.
Finally, since no grill party would be complete without burgers, we’ll prepare
BEEF TENDERLOIN AND STUFFED JALAPEÑO SLIDERS Luckily, we’ll have
those paired craft beers to mellow things out, too.
Beer will be sold separately.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150717A – Friday, July 17 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Knife Clinic
Once you learn how to properly use your knives, you will not only improve
how you cook, but cooking will become easier and more enjoyable. The key
to good knife skills is an understanding of good gripping and cutting tech-
niques. When used properly, your knife will perform much more efficiently –
and it can actually become three times sharper. Once mastered, the knife skills
you’ll pick up in this seminar will help you reduce your prep-time in the kitchen
and improve your confidence while slicing and dicing. This hour-long primer
will give you a fundamental understanding of the most important tools in your
kitchen and prepare you to further develop your skills at home. Choosing the
correct knife for the job is fundamentally important. Each kind of knife plays
an important, specific role in the kitchen. In this seminar, we'll discuss the best
uses and practical applications for many kinds of Western and Asian knives –
from parers to slicers, chef's knives to santokus, and bread knives to cleavers.
We will review basic cutting techniques; how to choose a knife; differences in
types, styles and shapes of knives; and basic safety, storage and knife care.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150718A – Saturday, July 18 | 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Knife Sharpening Clinic 
The right knife can make all the difference in food preparation – but any knife
is only as good as its edge. A dull edge is inefficient, difficult to use and dan-
gerous. In this seminar, you’ll learn how to keep your knives sharp and in top
condition. We will begin with a basic introduction to the various types of knife
edges and a demonstration of the proper sharpening techniques that can create
the perfect cutting edge for your knife. We’ll explore whetstones and honing
steels, and discuss the virtues of each of these sharpening tools. With a whet-
stone, you have more control, which allows you to shape an edge with a single
bevel and a thinner angle – a sharper edge with improved performance. And
with a honing steel, you can maintain that perfect knife edge for months with-
out the need for re-sharpening. We’ll show you how. 
Bring your knives with you, as well as a stone and steel if you have them. If
you don’t own a stone or steel, you can work with ours during class.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150718B – Saturday, July 18 | 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150718C – Saturday, July 18 | 3:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

Outdoor Cooking & Grilling Seminar 
Join our grillmasters to learn the fundamentals of successful outdoor grilling
and smoking. Our experts will help you sort through the hype to better un-
derstand the grill you have or to choose the perfect grill for your outdoor
kitchen. Understanding your grill is the key to achieving a great grilling menu.
You'll get a lesson in the basic anatomy and features of gas and charcoal grills,
and we'll also take a peek at smokers. We’ll discuss how a grill’s design, con-
struction and technology affect food. We'll talk about traditional and infrared
burners, insulation, rotisseries and more. Our grill guys will also break down
smokers and discuss how to effectively use smoke in your cooking, including
which types of wood to use. Finally, so that you may compare the techniques
and features covered in the seminar, we'll sample food from a variety of grills,
including CEDAR-PLANKED BRIE; slow cooked 4-HOUR BABY BACK RIBS;
HERB SALT CRUSTED CHICKEN cooked on the rotisserie; juicy quick-cooked
PORK LOIN CHOPS; CHICKEN BREASTS and NEW YORK STRIP STEAKS.
We’ll have enough samples to send even the biggest eaters into a protein
coma.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150719A – Sunday, July 19 | 12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Modern Artisan Pizza
This class will teach you to be a true backyard artisan when it comes to pizza
making. Kitchen Window’s Grillmasters will show you how to make and work
with two doughs specifically designed for live-fire grilling.  You will learn to
adapt to the changing environment inside your grill so that every pizza that
comes out will impress even the most discerning crowd. You’ll begin by mak-
ing Neapolitan style dough, using traditional Italian flour. We’ll then go on to
use that base and top our  pizzas with BURRATA & HEIRLOOM TOMATO
with BASIL INFUSED OLIVE OIL ; APPLE, STILTON & PROSCIUTTO; and
SHRIMP & ROATSED CORN with a WHITE GARLIC SAUCE. Then we’ll move
on to our Wood-Fired dough designed wood and charcoal grills that’s able to
handle heartier toppings. We’ll be turning that dough into our KOREAN PIZ-
ZAS with thin sliced pork belly, daikon kimchi and jack cheese with a gochua-
jang & tomato sauce and our THAI-PEANUT PIZZAS with grilled chicken,
julienned carrot, scallion, peanuts and mozzarella.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150721A – Tuesday, July 21 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

For complete class descriptions visit www.kitchenwindow.com10



BBQ Tour: Kansas City 
Join our grillmasters as we kick off our cross-country BBQ Tour in the buckle
of the barbecue belt – Kansas City, MO. This hands-on class is filled with ex-
pert barbecue techniques and a delicious KC BBQ menu. Whether it’s pork,
beef or chicken, the barbecue plate in Kansas City is drenched in sauce and
loaded with sides. And our menu is no different. We’ll start with a Kansas City
style classic: MASTERPIECE RIB TIPS. Later we’ll follow that up with BBQ
CHICKEN served with a THICK & TANGY TOMATO BBQ SAUCE – KC style.
We’ll sample two of the best barbecue sides around – both straight off the
grill: SOUR PICKLE GRILLED POTATO SALAD and GRILLED MAC ‘N
CHEESE. And finally, we’ll finish things off with a rich and moist OZARK PUD-
DING with SMOKED CARAMEL SAUCE – apple-pecan cake drenched in
homemade smoke salt caramel sauce.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150723A – Thursday, July 23 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Party BBQ: Tapas and Paella
Let Kitchen Window’s Executive Chef Jonathan lead you in a culinary tour of
Spain with a festive tapas and paella party. To get you into a Mediterranean
mood we will start with four TAPAS – small plates that are a great way to sam-
ple a variety of traditional Spanish bar snacks: MANCHEGO CROQUETTES;
GAMBAS AL ROMESCO – shrimp in roasted pepper and almond sauce;
CHORIZO STUFFED DATES – popular Spanish dates stuffed with chorizo and
goat cheese wrapped in serrano ham; and a classic CATALAN FLAT BREAD
topped with a seasonal veggies. Our main course of CHICKEN & CHORIZO
PAELLA transforms humble Bomba rice into a gourmet meal as it soaks up the
spices and gets topped with RED PEPPER, LEEKS, SUGAR SNAP PEAS, ARTI-
CHOKES AND MARCONA ALMONDS. For dessert, we’ll make SPICED OR-
ANGES WITH SHERRY & CREAM. 
Jonathan Gans | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150725A – Saturday, July 25 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Espresso Essentials
Get the most from your home espresso machine with this fun and informative
seminar led by an expert member of the Kitchen Window staff. Whether you
want to optimize the use of your current espresso machine, or are in the
process of deciding on a purchase, this seminar will give you the information
you need to make the most of your coffee experience at home. We’ll begin
with a coffee tasting and discuss what’s behind that perfect cup of espresso,
latte or cappuccino. You’ll learn how to select the best beans, how to grind
them for maximum flavor and aroma, and how to turn them into the perfect
espresso shot. Our instructor will demonstrate the right way to use your grinder
and brewer, as well as how to care for and maintain your espresso machine
to ensure its maximum performance for years to come. Using the wide range
of espresso machines available at Kitchen Window, our instructor will demon-
strate the proper technique for pulling espresso shots to get great crema every
time. We will also cover the best methods for steaming, frothing, foaming and
pouring milk. We’ll talk about some of your favorite coffee drink recipes, and
even explore how to make latte art. You’ll have a chance to explore the fea-
tures of our top selling machines to help determine which one best suits your
needs.
Lauren Lenzen | Seminar | $35
#150726A – Sunday, July 26 | 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m

Cooking Basics – Secrets of a Chef
Give us two hours, and we’ll introduce you to the fundamental cooking tech-
niques that will make your time in the kitchen easier, more efficient and more
enjoyable. Led by an expert member of the Kitchen Window staff, this seminar
will give you the skills and the confidence to become a better cook. You’ll
learn how to choose the right equipment for a particular project, as well as
how to use that equipment to achieve the best results. We’ll show you the im-
portance of choosing the right ingredients and how to use them. We’ll demon-
strate various culinary techniques – including frying, searing, sautéing,
caramelizing, deglazing and braising – and discuss when to use (and when
not to use) each technique. Throughout the seminar, we’ll prepare samples for
you to share so that you may taste for yourselves the difference a few basic
skills can make. Samples include: PEPPERCORN STEAK AND EGGS; succu-
lent SHORT RIBS; SEARED SCALLOPS; and savory SAUTEED VEGETABLES
and creamy RISOTTO. You’ll also learn a few professional secrets that will
help you take your cooking to the next level.
Jonathan Gans | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150726B – Saturday, July 26 | 2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79                                                           
#150728A – Tuesday, July 28 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Green Egg Cooking
There's a reason the Big Green Egg calls itself the “world’s best smoker and
grill”. This outdoor ceramic cooker is unrivaled in versatility and performance
– it's a charcoal grill, an oven and a smoker. Plus it can reach up to 750 de-
grees in a short period of time, which makes it perfect for pizzas and flat-
breads. Whether you’re contemplating a purchase, you already own an Egg,
or you just want to experience some great food, check out this class. We’ll
begin with SMOKED PORKETTA SAMIS with GRILLED ONIONS AND PEP-
PERS, featuring Italian dry-rubbed, slow-smoked pork shoulder. Next is
ROASTED LEMON & TARRAGON CHICKEN SALAD – vertical-roasted
chicken served on a bed of butter lettuce with apple, walnuts, red onion and
goat cheese with citron vinaigrette. We’ll boost our temp to searing for BIS-
TECCA ALLA FIORENTINA – a 4 pound Tuscan garlic herb rubbed T-bone
steak served with SMOKED SMASHED POTATOES. Finally, we’ll finish our
eggstravaganza with a PIZZA BAR, using our Egg as a wood-burning pizza
oven.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Demonstration | $79
#150729A – Wednesday, July 29 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Latin Small Plates
Heat up the frosting weather with the spice of Latin American cuisine by in-
dulging in hot Latin small plates in a casual party-like atmosphere. We love
the idea of bite-sized goodies so much; how better to sample the varied flavors
and styles of a country or regional cuisine than with a sampling of small plates?
So grab a friend and head in from the cold to make and taste a zesty spread
including SMOKED CHICKEN AND BLACK BEANS AREPAS – Colombian flat-
bread made of ground maize dough topped with a fresh salsa and spicy crema;
BEEF EMPANADAS CON SALSA AJI – a stuffed pastry served along a smoked
pepper sauce; CRISPY CRAB TOSTADAS – a mixture of fresh crab meat and
vegetables on top of Mexican fried tortilla; GUACAMOLE EN MOLCAJETE –
mix your own fresh guacamole in a Hispanic version of a mortar and pestle;
and SHRIMP CEVICHE – a very popular Latin dish with bite-sized pieces of
fresh shrimp marinating in a tangy fruit juice and chili peppers. Leave class
armed with the recipes for all these tempting dishes so you can make them at
home and be the hit at your next fiesta!
Jonathan Gans | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150730A – Thursday, July 30 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Summer Harvest
It’s summer time and that can only mean two things: you’ve got your grill fired
up and delicious, fresh vegetables are everywhere.  In this delicious, hands-
on class, you’ll learn tips and techniques for coaxing the most flavor from the
summer harvest, and then you’ll prepare a variety of outstanding dishes that
showcase the best the season has to offer.  Under the guidance of our grill-
masters, you’ll start off the evening by making STEAMED AND GRILLED AR-
TICHOKES WITH LEMON AIOLI.  Next, you’ll prepare GRILLED GREEN
BEANS WITH CHARRED RED PEPPER AND ONION DIP.  Next you’ll try your
hand at an open-fire spin on a summer classic when you make CHARRED
ROMAINE SALAD WITH SMOKED TOMATO VINAIGRETTE.  If you’re looking
for heartier fare, never fear: you’ll also prepare two classic sides, OAXACAN
GRILLED CORN and HOT AND SPICY GRILLED SWEET POTATOES, before
moving on to the seriously tasty PORTOBELLA SLIDERS, grilled portabella
caps stuffed with PISTACHIO PESTO and ONION JAM.  Join us for this won-
derful opportunity to expand your grilling repertoire!
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150731A – Friday, July 31 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
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AUGUST
International Grill: Greece
Grilling is popular the world over, and since every country has its own spin
on open-fire cooking, we’ve put together a series of classes designed to bring
grilling from around the world right to your backyard!  Whether you’re curious
about new ways to grill, want to recreate a dish you had on your last vacation,
or just love trying new things, this series is your ticket to new worlds of flavor.
This time, we’re going to Greece!  Nestled in the heart of the Mediterranean,
Greece is home to a culinary tradition almost 3000 years old, a tradition that
has always celebrated wood-fired cooking.  In this hands-on class, you’ll de-
part on a culinary odyssey and travel the “wine-dark sea” of the Mediterranean
with one of its oldest cultures.  We’ll start off the evening with SMOKED LAMB
NACHOS grilled on a WOOD-PLANK. Then it’s on to making OREGANO &
LEMON MARINATED LAMB CHOPS, a simple presentation of classic Greek
flavors. We’ll also be grilling up the traditional, decadent, and beloved OLIVE
WOOD SMOKED GREEK GYRO with TZATZIKI, spicy, grilled lamb perfectly
balanced with a cooling cucumber-yogurt sauce.  On the lighter side, you’ll
enjoy Greece’s rich seafood tradition when you prepare CITRUS-MARINATED
SEAFOOD SKEWERS with shrimp, scallops and octopus served over a COUS-
COUS SALAD with tomato, feta and cucumber.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150801A – Saturday, August 1 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Championship Ribs & Sauce
If you love ribs, this class is for you. Our Grillmasters will cover everything from
the different types of ribs, how and where to purchase the best quality ribs for
cooking on the grill, and how to master the art of slow-cooking beef and pork
for maximum flavor. We’ll cook pork baby back ribs and spare ribs, beef short
ribs and beef back ribs. The class will explore the use of dry rubs. You’ll work in
teams learning how to build and develop the ultimate  barbecue sauce. The
menu starts with an appetizer of grilled KOREAN-STYLE SHORT RIBS. Then it’s
on to pork as we compare SMOKED PORK LOIN BACK RIBS with GRILLMAS-
TER’S DRY RUB to GRILLED PORK SPARE RIBS with CHAMPIONSHIP PORK
BBQ SAUCE. We’ll enjoy these ribs with a side of CIDER SLAW. Next we’ll
compare SMOKED DRY-RUBBED BEEF BACK RIBS with CHAMPIONSHIP BEEF
BBQ SAUCE to GRILLED ESPRESSO-RUBBED BEEF SHORT RIBS. We’ll serve
these up with a side of SWEET POTATO & PECAN-MAPLE MASH.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150804A – Tuesday, August 4 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Chophouse Steak
Just about every griller dreams of the perfect steak, but that raises a bigger
question: what is the “perfect steak?”   With so many different cuts, grades,
preparations and other factors, it can be difficult to figure out how to select
something that’s just right for your taste.  Fortunately, our grillmasters are here
to help you cut through the gristle and find your perfect steak!  As you taste
your way through different grades of beef (choice, select, and prime), different
finishing techniques (grass-fed, dry-aged), and the four primary cuts of steak,
you’ll gain an understanding of the unique flavor of each different type and
figure out which steak is just right for you.  You’ll also prepare an impressive
spread to accompany your meat, starting with classics including CHOP-
HOUSE SALAD and GRILLED VEGETABLES WITH HERB VINAIGRETTE, as
well as creative sides like CEDAR-PLANKED MASCARPONE POTATOES and
delicious compound butters to dress the steak, including LOBSTER BUTTER
and MUSHROOM BUTTER. Finally, you’ll end the night with a light dessert
of STRAWBERRIES WITH AGED BALSAMIC.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $89                           
#150805A – Wednesday, August 5 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Beyond the Fundamentals of Pizza: Stuffed Pizzas
Few things are more satisfying, more versatile or more family-friendly than
homemade pizza. From the bread, sauce and cheese to the pineapple and an-
chovies, pizza is customizable, fun and surprisingly easy to make. In this hands-
on class, you’ll take pizza-making to the next level with an evening dedicated
to stuffed pizza. With Chef Jonathan Gans as your guide, we’ll work in stations
and cover a range of hand-held pizza variations, learning techniques and play-
ing with toppings along the way. We’ll have a DOUGH STATION – we’ll learn
tips for creating pizza doughs with the right taste and texture. There will be a
CALZONE STATION – like pizza turnovers, calzones are hand-held, satisfying
and fun to eat. We’ll fill ours with a variety of classic pizza toppings, including
cheese, pepperoni, sausage, peppers, roasted mushrooms and olives. Next is
the STROMBOLI STATION – a filled, rolled and sliced, stromboli make great
party food—for the young and the old. We’ll make our stromboli with grilled
chicken, spinach, artichokes, ham, roasted peppers and sun-dried tomatoes.
And finally, we’ll have the DESSERT CALZONE STATION – a sweet “pizza”

filled with apples and ginger or chocolate and raspberry. 
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150812A – Wednesday, August 12 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fundamentals of Fresh Pasta
Fresh pasta gives a delicate texture and depth of flavor to your pasta dishes –
it’s an entirely different experience than boiled noodles from a box. This class
will show you how easy it is to make fresh pasta at home. You’ll make two
pasta doughs, an all-purpose BASIC PASTA DOUGH and a flavorful HERBED
PASTA DOUGH. You’ll learn how to mix, knead and roll out the pasta dough,
as well as how to form it for a variety of uses. Instructor Jonathan Gans will
also share some of his favorite pasta sauces, which you’ll make and enjoy with
the pasta from class. The first dish is a classic LASAGNA. You’ll learn how to
cut and layer fresh pasta. Then while the lasagna bakes, you’ll make FETTUC-
CINI WITH BASIL PESTO. You’ll also learn how to make filled pasta including
SPINACH RICOTTA RAVIOLI WITH TRADITIONAL TOMATO SAUCE and
CHEESE TORTELLINI WITH ALFREDO SAUCE. This class will give you the
confidence and skills to create a beautiful meal of fresh pasta any time.
If you own a pasta machine, we encourage you to bring it to work with in class.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150814A – Friday, August 14 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Knife Clinic
Once you learn how to properly use your knives, you will not only improve
how you cook, but cooking will become easier and more enjoyable. The key
to good knife skills is an understanding of good gripping and cutting tech-
niques. When used properly, your knife will perform much more efficiently –
and it can actually become three times sharper. Once mastered, the knife skills
you’ll pick up in this seminar will help you reduce your prep-time in the kitchen
and improve your confidence while slicing and dicing. This hour-long primer
will give you a fundamental understanding of the most important tools in your
kitchen and prepare you to further develop your skills at home. Choosing the
correct knife for the job is fundamentally important. Each kind of knife plays
an important, specific role in the kitchen. In this seminar, we'll discuss the best
uses and practical applications for many kinds of Western and Asian knives –
from parers to slicers, chef's knives to santokus, and bread knives to cleavers.
We will review basic cutting techniques; how to choose a knife; differences in
types, styles and shapes of knives; and basic safety, storage and knife care.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150815A – Saturday, August 15 | 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Knife Sharpening Clinic 
The right knife can make all the difference in food preparation – but any knife
is only as good as its edge. A dull edge is inefficient, difficult to use and dan-
gerous. In this seminar, you’ll learn how to keep your knives sharp and in top
condition. We will begin with a basic introduction to the various types of knife
edges and a demonstration of the proper sharpening techniques that can create
the perfect cutting edge for your knife. We’ll explore whetstones and honing
steels, and discuss the virtues of each of these sharpening tools. With a whet-
stone, you have more control, which allows you to shape an edge with a single
bevel and a thinner angle – a sharper edge with improved performance. And
with a honing steel, you can maintain that perfect knife edge for months with-
out the need for re-sharpening. We’ll show you how. 
Bring your knives with you, as well as a stone and steel if you have them. If
you don’t own a stone or steel, you can work with ours during class.
Daniel Darvell | Seminar | $35
#150815B – Saturday, August15 | 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150815C – Saturday, August 15 | 3:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
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Outdoor Cooking & Grilling Seminar 
Join our grillmasters to learn the fundamentals of successful outdoor grilling
and smoking. Our experts will help you sort through the hype to better un-
derstand the grill you have or to choose the perfect grill for your outdoor
kitchen. Understanding your grill is the key to achieving a great grilling menu.
You'll get a lesson in the basic anatomy and features of gas and charcoal grills,
and we'll also take a peek at smokers. We’ll discuss how a grill’s design, con-
struction and technology affect food. We'll talk about traditional and infrared
burners, insulation, rotisseries and more. Our grill guys will also break down
smokers and discuss how to effectively use smoke in your cooking, including
which types of wood to use. Finally, so that you may compare the techniques
and features covered in the seminar, we'll sample food from a variety of grills,
including CEDAR-PLANKED BRIE; slow cooked 4-HOUR BABY BACK RIBS;
HERB SALT CRUSTED CHICKEN cooked on the rotisserie; juicy quick-cooked
PORK LOIN CHOPS; CHICKEN BREASTS and NEW YORK STRIP STEAKS.
We’ll have enough samples to send even the biggest eaters into a protein
coma.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Seminar/Samples | $39
#150816A – Sunday, August 16 | 12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

Grillmaster Series: Classic American Pizza
Learn to turn your grill into a backyard pizzeria.  If you love classic American
style pizzas, see how easy it can be to create great pie that can really be en-
hanced just by adding a little smoke.  In this class, you’ll get your hands in
three different doughs, then cook and taste Kitchen Window’s twist on tradi-
tional American pizzas. Our Grillmasters will walk you through the techniques
for cooking pizzas on the grill with crisp – but not charred – crusts, married
with perfectly cooked toppings.  We’ll begin by making a thin cracker-crust
with MARINATED TOMATOES, BASIL AND FRESH MOZZARELLA. Then we’ll
move onto a TRADITIONAL-CRUST PIZZA with BBQ CHICKEN AND
SMOKED GOUDA. Our pizza tour would not be complete without a
CHICAGO-STYLE DEEP DISH PIZZA with COARSE ITALIAN SAUSAGE & PEP-
PERONI. Then we’ll finish off with BLACKBERRY-BASIL PIZZA.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150818A – Tuesday, August 18 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Grillmaster Series: Burgers, Chicken & Chops
Whether you’re an avid griller or just starting out you cannot overlook the im-
portance of mastering these staples of the grill. In this class you’ll learn the se-
crets to juicy burgers, succulent chicken and perfect pork. You’ll start off with
two ultimate burgers, a CLASSIC STEAK-HOUSE BURGER and a Grillmaster’s
take on a Minnesota original BACON & CHEDDAR-STUFFED BURGER. Once
the burgers are ready to hit the grill, it’s on to mastering the flame. Our Grill-
masters will walk you through on how to achieve great flavor on any grill, de-
termine perfect doneness and anticipate the correct resting time (for the food,
not the cook). Then it’s on to conquering the mixed grill with HERBED
CHICKEN BREAST and BUTTERMILK PORK CHOPS served with a GRILLED
PINEAPPLE VINAIGRETTE SALAD. You’ll learn how to adjust cooking times
and techniques on your grill to get juicy every time. Finally, you’ll learn to
slow smoke, grill and sauce BBQ CHICKEN THIGHS and JERK CHICKEN
LEGS where the skin is crisp, not burnt, and the meat doesn’t stick to your
grill.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150819A – Wednesday, August 19 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Party BBQ: Lobster Boil
One of the most popular summer events in Uptown – the Kitchen Window
Annual Lobster Boil puts a gourmet spin on the traditional backyard party. Join
Chef Jonathan Gans on our new patio for a hands-on experience designed to
set you up with all you need to know to throw your own first-class lobster
boil. You’ll enjoy an appetizer of SKILLET CORNBREAD TOPPED WITH LOB-
STER SALAD as Jonathan shares tips and techniques to take the mystery out
of cooking lobster. Next, you’ll have the chance to prepare an amazing menu
featuring GRILLED MUSSELS WITH WHITE WINE & FIRE ROASTED
TOMATO, SURFBOARD SHRIMP WITH SMOKED COCKTAIL SAUCE,
LOADED NEW ENGLAND STYLE POTATO CHOWDER, & CORN FRITTERS
WITH BUTTERMILK CHIVE SAUCE. Class ends with the much anticipated
BOILED LOBSTER WITH GARLIC BUTTER, hopefully you’ve saved room! So
if you’re looking for ideas for your next outdoor party – or if you’re just looking
for a fun summer event – this is the class for you.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $89
#150820A – Thursday, August 20 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

BBQ Tour: North Carolina 
This stop on our BBQ Tour is all about the low and slow barbecue of North
Carolina. In this class, you’ll make and sample an authentic barbecue menu
– North Carolina-style – with our grillmasters. You’ll get expert barbecue tips,
techniques, and recipes. Your North Carolina BBQ menu begins with PI-
MENTO CHEESE DIP with GRILLED CIABATTA. Next you’ll make pork two
ways: VINEGAR-MOPPED CHOPPED CAROLINA PORK with TANGY VINE-
GAR SAUCE and PULLED CAROLINA PORK served with “CAROLINA
GOLD” MUSTARD SAUCE. For sides, you’ll make HUSHPUPPIES, CAR-
OLINA SLAW, and amazing SWEET POTATO BISCUITS. And no meal is com-
plete without dessert; you’ll make (and devour) GRILLED BANANA
PUDDING.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150821A – Friday, August 21 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Fundamentals of Pizza: From Thin to Thick
For dinner, breakfast or a midnight snack – pizza is the perfect food. And
while many of us rely on the convenience of take-out or delivery, there’s
nothing quite like an artisan-style pizza made by hand. And you’d be sur-
prised at how easy pizza is to make. Join Chef Jonathan Gans for a hands-
on class that will teach you the fundamentals of delicious home-baked
pizza. You’ll begin with the foundation for every good pizza – the crust.
Jonathan will walk you through the techniques for a successful dough, how
to fashion that dough into three types of crust, and how to finish each crust
for a perfect pizza every time. On the menu: THIN CRUST PIZZA, with a
white-garlic sauce, grilled chicken, goat cheese and arugula over an authen-
tic Neapolitan-style crust; AMERICAN STYLE PIZZA with a tender, chewy
crust, topped with FRESH MOZZARELLA & WHOLE LEAF BASIL; and  DEEP-
DISH PIZZA WITH SAUSAGE  PEPPERONI.
Jonathan Gans | Participation | $75
#150822A – Saturday, August 22 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Favorite Summer Party Bites
The “host with the most”, Fox9 Lifestyle Expert Ross Sveback returns to Kitchen
Window to show you how to make some simple but delicious summer small
bites that will be the perfect additions to your next summer get-together. You
will get to watch Ross prepare these savory bites and then you will get to make
them yourself at your own leisurely pace in a relaxed, party-like atmosphere!
The first tantalizing appetizer is BAKED CAPRESE, Ross’ twist on the traditional
favorite summer salad. Next is CAULIFLOWER WITH TOMATOES & SALAMI,
the perfect mix of fresh summer vegetables and cured Italian Sopressata. Enjoy
more of the summer bounty with a CORN SALAD WITH FETA & TOMATOES.
Finally you will try MARINATED CHEESES, a variety of cheeses marinated in
spices, herbs and oil  served with crackers and crusty bread. You won’t believe
that these super flavorful small plates are so easy to make!
Ross Sveback | Party-Style Participation | $69
#150822B – Saturday, August 22 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Knife Skills
Good knife skills can change the way you cook (and keep you out of the emer-
gency room). Cooking will become faster, easier and more enjoyable. In fact,
in some cases, the right cut can improve the flavor of your food. In this hands-
on class led by our expert instructors, you’ll learn the basics of cutlery; how
to stand and hold the knife for maximum performance; and the fundamental
principles of slicing, mincing, dicing and julienne. You’ll improve your food
preparation skills in all areas, beginning with the basic vegetables that make
up the foundation of many standard recipes – onions, celery, carrots and po-
tatoes. You’ll learn techniques for cutting fruits like oranges, apples, mangoes,
melons and pineapple. And you’ll tackle more challenging produce like avo-
cados, tomatoes, peppers and herbs plus learn basic carving. You’ll use some
of the food we prepare in class to make ROASTED ROSEMARY POTATOES
and ONIONS, TOMATO BREAD SALAD, ITALIAN ROAST BEEF, and POUND
CAKE with PINEAPPLE MANGO SALSA.
Daniel Darvell | Participation | $79
#150825A – Saturday, August 25 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
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Grillmaster Series: Green Egg Cooking
There's a reason the Big Green Egg calls itself the “world’s best smoker and
grill”. This outdoor ceramic cooker is unrivaled in versatility and performance
– it's a charcoal grill, an oven and a smoker. Plus it can reach up to 750 de-
grees in a short period of time, which makes it perfect for pizzas and flat-
breads. Whether you’re contemplating a purchase, you already own an Egg,
or you just want to experience some great food, check out this class. We’ll
begin with SMOKED PORKETTA SAMIS with GRILLED ONIONS AND PEP-
PERS, featuring Italian dry-rubbed, slow-smoked pork shoulder. Next is
ROASTED LEMON & TARRAGON CHICKEN SALAD – vertical-roasted
chicken served on a bed of butter lettuce with apple, walnuts, red onion and
goat cheese with citron vinaigrette. We’ll boost our temp to searing for BIS-
TECCA ALLA FIORENTINA – a 4 pound Tuscan garlic herb rubbed T-bone
steak served with SMOKED SMASHED POTATOES. Finally, we’ll finish our
eggstravaganza with a PIZZA BAR, using our Egg as a wood-burning pizza
oven.
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Demonstration | $79
#150826A – Wednesday, August 26 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Asian Small Plates
Take a break from your busy schedule and spend an evening in our classroom
creating and indulging in savory Asian small plates in a casual party-like at-
mosphere. We love the idea of bite-sized goodies so much; how better to sam-
ple the varied flavors and styles of a country or regional cuisine than with a
sampling of small plates? This hands-on class will be a fun, go-at-your-own-
pace evening: start with instruction from Chef Jonathan Gans on how to put
together five fantastic small plates, then create and enjoy them yourself. The
scrumptious menu includes BEEF UDON NOODLE TEPPANYAKI – Japanese
wide noodles and slices of marinated beef stir-fried together on an iron griddle;
PORK & VEGETABLE GYOZA – savory potstickers served with sesame dipping
sauce; CRAB RANGOON – fresh crab meat, sweet cream cheese and ginger
wontons; SHAVED BEEF BANH MI BITES - Vietnamese-style sandwiches with
sweet and spicy condiments. Then you’ll also get to try your hand rolling to-
gether your choosing of favorite fresh ingredients at the SUSHI BAR to make
your own sushi. Yum!
Jonathan Gans | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150826B – Wednesday, August 26 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

BBQ Tour: Memphis 
On this leg of the Kitchen Window BBQ Tour, we visit the home of Graceland
– Memphis, Tennessee. With secret recipes and champion barbecuers around
every corner, Memphis takes barbecue very seriously. In this class, we’ll honor
that devotion with an authentic Memphis-style barbecue menu that you’ll pre-
pare with the help of our grillmasters. In addition to hands-on experience,
you’ll get expert grilling tips and techniques, as well as a menu that will have
your neighbors lined up in your back yard. We’ll begin with BBQ ELVIS SLID-
ERS that are sure to get you in the Memphis state of mind. Next, it’s the trade-
mark of Memphis BBQ – ribs. We’ll make MEMPHIS RUB BABY BACK RIBS
as well as CHAMPIONSHIP MEMPHIS SPARERIBS. On the side, we’ve got
more than enough to weigh down your plate with COUNTRY FRIED CORN
– grilled corn, stripped from the cob and fried with bacon and onion; RC BBQ
BAKED BEANS. Finally, it’s PECAN PIE for dessert (if you have room).
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150827A – Thursday, August 27 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Party BBQ: Tapas and Paella
Let Kitchen Window’s Executive Chef Jonathan lead you in a culinary tour of Spain
with a festive tapas and paella party. To get you into a Mediterranean mood we
will start with four TAPAS – small plates that are a great way to sample a variety
of traditional Spanish bar snacks: MANCHEGO CROQUETTES; GAMBAS AL
ROMESCO – shrimp in roasted pepper and almond sauce; CHORIZO STUFFED
DATES – popular Spanish dates stuffed with chorizo and goat cheese wrapped in
serrano ham; and a classic CATALAN FLAT BREAD topped with a seasonal veg-
gies. Our main course of CHICKEN & CHORIZO PAELLA transforms humble
Bomba rice into a gourmet meal as it soaks up the spices and gets topped with
RED PEPPER, LEEKS, SUGAR SNAP PEAS, ARTICHOKES AND MARCONA AL-
MONDS. For dessert, we’ll make SPICED ORANGES WITH SHERRY & CREAM. 
Jonathan Gans | Party-Style Participation | $79
#150828A – Friday, August 28| 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

International Grill: Jamaica
Grilling is popular the world over, and since every country has its own spin on
open-fire cooking, we’ve put together a series of classes designed to bring
grilling from around the world right to your backyard!  Whether you’re curious
about new ways to grill, want to recreate a dish you had on your last vacation,
or just love trying new things, this series is your ticket to new worlds of flavor.
On this stop in the tour we’ll be exploring the island cuisine of Jamaica.  We’ll
start off with an appetizer of GINGER BEER GRILLED SHRIMP. This dish uses
one of Jamaica’s hidden gem ingredients, ginger beer that’s made using a
unique variety of Jamaica ginger. You can’t go far in Jamaica without running
across the next item on our menu, SPICED BEEF PATTIES.  We’ll be baking
these on the grill using the unique smoke that comes from pimento (all-spice
wood). We couldn’t call it a Jamaican grilling class if we didn’t make the most
iconic item of all Jamaican cuisine – BARBECUED JERK CHICKEN served with
PAWPAW FINISHING SAUCE and cornmeal dumplings called FESTIVAL. We’ll
finish the evening with GRILLED RUM CAKE using pimento wood planks! 
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150829A – Saturday, August 29 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

Party BBQ: Summer Cocktail Party
Join us for a summer evening in Uptown with good friends, good food and cocktails.
We’ll convene on the patio with Grillmasters Daniel and Doug and work together
to create a menu of grilled small plates and appetizers full of summer flavor:
GRILLED GRAPE MASCARPONE CROSTINI – the ideal pairing of creamy, sweet
and crunchy; CRAB-STUFFED GRILLED AVOCADOS – seafood and avocado are
a match made in heaven; SMOKED SWEET POTATO STACKS – thinly sliced sweet
potatoes arranged into smoky, cheesy delight; GRILLED TOMATO OLIVE OIL TARTS
– an ode to summer, these tarts are colorful, simple and incredible; SUGAR CANE
SKEWERED CARIBBEAN GRILLED CHICKEN – tropically marinated and grilled
chicken skewered; GRILLED LIMONCELLO SHRIMP – this crowd-pleaser is simple,
elegant and delicious.  And of course the cocktails!  We will be mixing up some
fun drinks to pair with our small plates:  SANGRIA – that wonderful combination
of wine and fruit that’s the perfect summer drink; BLACK VELVET – a mixture of
champagne with a stout beer, simply elegant to see; ORANGE-STRAWBERRY
DREAM – freshly squeezed orange juice with strawberry champagne, the envy of
all mimosas; SUMMER SHANDY – the classic drink of a light wheat beer mixture
with fresh lemonade that is perfect to drink on the patio. This class will prepare you
for your next backyard gathering or just a great evening on the patio.
SANGRIA and CHAMPAGNE COCKTAILS will be available for 
purchase separately during class. 
Daniel Darvell & Doug Huemoeller | Participation | $79
#150831A– Monday, August 31 | 6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.

For complete class descriptions visit www.kitchenwindow.com14

Upcoming classes will be available 
online based on the following schedule.

Classes Dates Release Date
January-February..................................... end of October
March-April........................................ end of December
May-June............................................... end of February
July-August.................................................. end of April
September-October...................................... end of June
November-December............................... end of August
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Paella Party
In Spain, paella is traditionally cooked over
an open flame. Fire up the outdoor burner
and cook up an impressive version of this
Spanish classic featuring shellfish, chorizo
and other authentic ingredients. With a 
selection of tapas and dessert, all you need to
add is a little Flamenco music. Kitchen Win-
dow carries paella pans in a range of sizes, from 
8 inches to 52 inches. Made of carbon steel, the pans
are great for all types of outdoor cooking. Try them for
fish fries, Dutch pancakes or grilled sandwiches.
Kit includes paella pan, stand and burner. 
28” Paella Pan (25 people) 32” Paella Pan (40 people)
45” Paella Pan (100+ people) 35” Paella Pan (60+ people)
39” Paella Pan (85+ people)
52” Paella Pan (200+ people)

Jambalaya Party
Break out your Zydeco CDs and bring home
the  Jambalaya Kit for the perfect Louisiana-
themed get-together. Choose from a 4-, 7- or
10-gallon cast iron jambalaya pot, to feed
your family or feed your neighborhood. The
pot fits snugly into a sturdy solid steel tripod
stand. The Banjo Cooker burner provides 
consistent heat, making it a snap to cook up the tastiest
jambalaya this side of the Bayou.  Let the good times
roll this summer with food from the Big Easy.
Kit includes 4, 7 or 10 gallon jambalaya pot, stand, burner,
lifters and paddle. 
4-gallon (30 people)    7-gallon (65 people)    10-gallon (100 people)

Teppanyaki Party
Have you enjoyed teppanyaki cooking at your
favorite Japanese restaurant? Our electric 
teppanyaki grill provides an authentic, 
interactive experience at home.  And since your
guests cook their own food, once you’ve done
the prep work, you can relax and enjoy the
fun. Simply provide a selection of bite-size
meat, seafood and vegetables, and let your
guests grill their favorites. Chicken skewers
called yakitori are another easy and authentic
addition to the table. You’ll want some dipping sauces;
you can provide a variety of ingredients and let guests mix their own,
make the sauces ahead of time or shop the Asian aisle of the supermar-
ket for prepared sauces. Round out the meal with a Soba noodle salad
and perhaps some sake and settle in for a flavorful evening.
Includes 27-inch Electric Teppanyaki Grill. 

Unique Outdoor Entertaining
Rent for Your Next Party

Grilling is great, but if you’re looking for something different to spice up your summer entertaining, we have some unique suggestions. Our customers
have looked to us for cooking and entertaining expertise for years. Now we bring our creativity and commitment to quality to your home with these
ideas for your next outdoor gathering.

Outdoor Wok Party
Our 22-inch Big Kahuna carbon steel wok is
made to exacting specifications and is 
designed to be used with the Big Kahuna Wok
Burner. The wok offers a fast and easy means
of cooking large amounts of food for backyard
barbeques, family gatherings and group outings.
Use this to create amazing stir-fry, traditional
noodle dishes and delicious fried rice.
Kit includes 22-wok, burner, stand and utensils.

Lobster, Crawfish & Fish Boil Parties
Is there a special occasion in your future? 
Celebrate by treating your guests to an 
extravagant Maine lobster boil. Impressive yet
easy to pull off, a lobster boil is sure to be a
highlight of the summer.  Our giant stainless
steel stockpots and matching burners are the
perfect setup. At 62 quarts, 82 quarts or 142
quarts, you’ll be able to feed a crowd. The pots 
features a steamer insert to make serving easier. For
something just as festive, but less expensive, these 
versatile pots are also great for a down home Louisiana crawfish
boil or for a traditional Door County fish boil. Whether you choose lobster,
crawfish or fish boil, you’re doing one-pot cooking at its best. Add corn
and potatoes to the fish or seafood and in no time you have a memorable
summertime meal.
Kit includes 62, 82 or 142 quart stockpot, steamer insert, burner and
paddle. 
62-quart Stockpot Boiler
(approx. 30-40 lbs. crawfish or 14-16 1.5 pound lobsters) 
82-quart Stockpot Boiler
(approx. 40-50 lbs. crawfish or 20-25 1.5 pound lobsters)
142-quart Stockpot Boiler
(approx. 70-80 lbs. crawfish or 35-40 1.5 pound lobsters)

Booya Bash
Need to feed a crowd?  Consider hosting a
booya party.  Booya is a type of stew usually
prepared in large quantities.  There are probably
as many booya recipes as there are booya
cooks, but the dish involves beef, chicken and
pork as well as a variety of vegetables and 
seasonings.  Our restaurant-sized stock pots
can handle a hungry crowd.  Choose a 62-quart, 82-quart
or 142 quart to feed your family or the neighborhood. 
Kit includes 62, 82 or 142 quart stockpot, banjo cooker
and paddle.

Visit our RENTAL page at www.kitchenwindow.com or contact Kitchen Window at 612-824-4417 x 103
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MAY

#150531A
Espresso Essentials - 
10am
#150531B
Cooking Basics - 2pm
#150531C
Outdoor Cooking &
Grilling Seminar - 
12pm

Memorial Day #150526A
The Secrets of 
the Sushi Roll - 
6pm

#150506B
Cooking 
Fundamentals -
Part 4 
6pm

#150527A
Grillmaster Series:
Green Egg Classics - 
6pm

#150528A
Grillmaster Series:
Modern Artisan
Pizza - 
6pm

#150529A
Party BBQ: 
Bayou Bash - 
6pm

#150530A
Knife Clinic - 
10am

#150530B
Knife Sharpening
Clinic - 
12pm

#150530C
Knife Skills - 
6pm

1 2KW Anniversary 
Tent Sale

#150501B
Asian Small Plates - 
6pm

KW Anniversary 
Tent Sale

#150502A
Grillmaster 
Workshop - 
9am

#150502B
Spring in the 
Paris Garden - 
6pm

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

KW Anniversary 
Tent Sale

KW Anniversary 
Tent Sale

#150504A
Fundamentals of
Quick Weeknight
Meals - 
6pm

#150505A
Knife Skills - 
6pm

#150505B
Churrasco - 
Brazilian BBQ - 
6pm

#150506A
Outdoor Cooking &
Grilling Seminar - 
6pm

#150506B
Cooking 
Fundamentals -
Part 1 
6pm

#150507A
Grillmaster Series: 
Ultimate Burgers - 
6pm

#150508A
Grillmaster Series:
Chophouse Steak - 
6pm

#150508B
Fundamentals of 
Modern Sauces - 
6pm

#150509B
Fundamentals 
of Brunch - 
10am

#150509A
International Grill:
Korea - 
6pm

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Grilling 
Fundamentals

#150518A
Bacon, Bacon, 
Bacon - 
6pm

#150519A
Knife Skills - 
6pm

#150506B
Cooking 
Fundamentals -
Part 3 
6pm

#150520A
Grillmaster Series:
Green Egg Cooking - 
6pm

#150521B
Fundamentals 
of Fresh Pasta - 
6pm

#150522A
Party BBQ: 
Tapas and Paella - 
6pm

#150522B
Spiralizer 
Creations - 
6pm

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Mother’s Day Grilling 
Fundamentals

#150511A
Grill Fundamentals:
Gas Grilling - 
6pm

Grilling 
Fundamentals

#150512A
Grill Fundamentals:
Charcoal Grilling - 
6pm

Grilling 
Fundamentals

#150506B
Cooking 
Fundamentals -
Part 2 
6pm

#150513A
Grill Fundamentals:
Smoke Grilling - 
6pm

Grilling 
Fundamentals

#150514A
Grill Fundamentals:
Barbecue Party - 
6pm

#150514B
A Midwestern 
Spring by FireLake
Grill House 
& Cocktail Bar - 
6pm

Grilling 
Fundamentals

Grilling 
Fundamentals

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Kitchen Window’sKitchen Window’s

April 30- May 4April 30- May 4
1,000’s of Items 

50% OFF!
1,000’s of Items 

50% OFF!

Celebrating our 30th Anniversary as a locally owned independent retailer!Celebrating our 30th Anniversary as a locally owned independent retailer!

Weber Patio Opener - MAY 16-17
• Interactice Grilling Demonstrations
• Exclusive In-Store Offers
• Dirty Grill Sale - (on lightly used models)

Weber Patio Opener - MAY 16-17

Use
Promo Code

WEBER 
for $20 per class 

discount

Grilling Fundamentals Week - MAY 11-17Grilling Fundamentals Week - MAY 11-17
• Step by step hands on training in a small group format
• Taught by Kitchen Window's Grill Team & Sponsored by Weber
5/11 Gas Grilling
5/12 Charcoal Grilling
5/13 Smoke Grilling
5/14 Barbecue Party
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JUNE

#150609A
Knife Skills - 
6pm

#150610A
Grillmaster Series:
Burgers, Chicken 
& Chops - 
6pm

#150610B
Fundamentals 
of Pizza: From
Thin to Thick - 
6pm

Eggstraordinary
BBQ

Eggstraordinary
BBQ

Eggstraordinary
BBQ

#150613A
Grillmaster 
Workshop - 
9am

Food Truck Fair #150629A
Grillmaster Series:
Chophouse Steak - 
6pm

#150630A
Grillmaster Series: 
Ultimate Burgers - 
6pm

#150630B
Spring Flavors 
From the 
New Scenic Cafe- 
6pm

Father’s Day #150622A
Fish 
Fundamentals - 
6pm

#150623B
Tempura & 
Creative Sushi - 
6pm

#150624A
Knife Skills - 
6pm

#150624B
Beyond the 
Fundamentals 
of Pizza: 
Stuffed Pizzas - 
6pm

#150625A
Grillmasters Series:
Classic American
Pizza - 
6pm

#150625B
Caribbean Grill - 
6pm

#150626A
Party Barbecue: 
4th of July - 
6pm

#150626B
Taste of 
Spain Dinner - 
6pm

Eggstraordinary
BBQ
#150614A
Cooking Basics - 
Secrets of a Chef  -
10am
#150614B
Outdoor Cooking &
Grilling Seminar - 
12pm
#150614C
Cooking Under 
Pressure - 2pm

#150616A
Grillmaster Series:
Championship 
Ribs & Sauces - 
6pm

#150618A
BBQ Tour: 
North Carolina - 
6pm

#150618B
Sun Drenched 
Menu - 
6pm

North Star 
Bicycle Festival - 
Uptown

#150620A
Knife Clinic - 
10m

#150620B
Knife Sharpening
Clinic - 
12pm

#150620C
Party BBQ: 
Tapas and Paella - 
6pm

1 2 3 4 5 6#150602A
Grillmaster Series:
Fish - 
6pm

#150603A
Grillmaster Series:
Green Egg Basics - 
6pm

#150603B
Ten Ways to Enjoy
Your Garden Greens - 
6pm

#150606A
Cooking with 
Flowers - 
6pm

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

EGGstraordinary 
Grill Sale & BBQ

EGGstraordinary 
Grill Sale & BBQ

June 11-14   10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dirty Grill Sale - Save $250 on a lightly used Green Egg Bundles
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JULY

#150726A
Espresso Essentials - 
10am

#150726B
Cooking Basics –
Secrets of a Chef - 
2pm

#150728A
Knife Skills - 
6pm

#150729A
Grillmaster Series:
Green Egg Cooking - 
6pm

#150730A
Latin Small Plates - 
6pm

#150731A
Grillmaster Series:
Summer Harvest - 
6pm

1 2 3 4#150701A
Fundamentals 
of Fresh Pasta - 
6pm

#150702A
Grillmaster Series:
Chophouse Steak - 
6pm

26 27 28 29 30 31

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

#150711A
Fundamentals of 
Modern Sauces - 
6pm

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

#150719A
Outdoor Cooking 
& Grilling Seminar - 
12pm

#150721A
Grillmaster Series:
Modern Artisan 
Pizza - 
6pm

#150723A
BBQ Tour: 
Kansas City - 
6pm

#150725A
Party BBQ: 
Tapas and Paella - 
6pm

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

#150714A
Grillmaster Series: 
Fish - 
6pm

#150715A
Grillmaster Series:
Green Egg Basics - 
6pm

#150716A
Fundamentals of
Pizza: From Thin 
to Thick - 
6pm

#150717A
Brewmaster 
Party BBQ - 
6pm

#150718A
Knife Clinic - 
10am

#150718B
Knife Sharpening
Clinic - 
12pm

#150718C
Knife Skills - 
3pm

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

The Perfect Gift!The Perfect Gift!
Gift cards for cooking classes 
or merchandise are ideal for 
anyone interested in food 

and cooking!

Gift Cards are available in
store or online at

www.kitchenwindow.com

Knife Sharpening
Lost Your Edge?

We sharpen your knives while you wait.  
No appointment necessary. 

PRECISION KNIFE SHARPENING:  
$5.50 per blade for European and Asian Knives



AUGUST

#150804A
Grillmaster Series:
Championship 
Ribs & Sauce - 
6pm

#150805A
Grillmster Series
Chophouse Steak - 
6pm

Uptown Art Fair Uptown Art Fair

#150831A
Party BBQ: 
Summer Cocktail 
Party - 
6pm

#150825A
Knife Skills - 
6pm

#150826A
Grillmaster Series:
Green Egg Cooking - 
6pm

#150826B
Asian Small Plates - 
6pm

#150827A
BBQ Tour: 
Memphis - 
6pm

#150828A
Party BBQ: 
Tapas and Paella - 
6pm

#150829A
International Grill: 
Jamaica - 
6pm

#150816A
Outdoor Cooking 
& Grilling Seminar - 
12pm

#150818A
Grillmaster Series:
Classic American
Pizza - 
6pm

#150819A
Grillmaster Series:
Burgers, Chicken 
& Chops - 
6pm

#150820A
Party BBQ: 
Lobster Boil - 
6pm

#150821A
BBQ Tour: 
North Carolina - 
6pm

#150822A
Fundamentals 
of Pizza: 
From Thin to Thick - 
6pm

#150822B
Favorite Summer 
Party Bites - 
6pm

Uptown Art Fair #150812A
Beyond the 
Fundamentals of
Pizza: Stuffed Pizza - 
6pm

#150814A
Fundamentals 
of Fresh Pasta - 
6pm

#150815A
Knife Clinic - 
10am

#150815B
Knife Sharpening
Clinic - 
12pm

#150815C
Knife Skills - 
3pm

1#150801A
International Grill:
Greece - 
6pm

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

30 31
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Dirty Grill Sale - Save $250 on a lightly used

Join our Email List & Receive
• Our Bi-monthly E-Newsletter

• Cooking Tips, Recipes and Exclusive Coupons 
• Notice of Cooking Class Catalog Releases

• Notice of Free Seminar Registration 
• Information on Sales and Events 

Register online or at the cash register

Join our Email List & Receive



Kitchen Window®

Calhoun Square
3001 Hennepin Avenue. 
Minneapolis, MN 55408
Phone: 612-824-4417 • Toll Free: 888-824-4417

www.kitchenwindow.com


